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Chapter One 

The young man took a deep breath and let every ray of the setting sun burn into his mind. He 

loved shooting during golden hour, and today's sunset was spectacular. The Charles River 

meandered west, the molten afternoon light reflecting over the slate gray water. The sun--bloated 

red, lighting the clouds over Boston in colors that overwhelmed him-- would set beyond the 

Berkshires, gifting the towns beyond with an unspeakably beautiful evening.   

He'd been coming out to the Esplanade all week after work, trying to capture what the 

weather app promised would be a stunning sunset. He might get a better shot from the 

Longfellow Bridge, but the framing from the southern shores of the river was perfect—a sky 

exploding in color, the Charles pregnant with secrets, the academic majesty of MIT and Harvard 

peeking out onto the magnificent river. 

He arrived at his spot late, but for great reason. They had closed a second round of 

funding at work -- another remarkable day in startup land -- and he felt lucky to have even only a 
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few minutes to catch the sunset before dinner with Kate. He couldn't wait to tell her all about the 

day's events, about what it meant for his job ... and their new future together. There was no time 

to waste.   

He was about to capture his shot when a plain young woman walked into view. 

"Hi, excuse me? Would you mind?" She seemed tiny and clueless, but he tried his best to 

be polite. He knew a good photographer should never rile a possible subject, even one burning 

up precious time during golden hour.   

The girl stared back, then walked right up to him. 

"Miss? I'm sorry, I just need a moment to take this --" 

She reached out unexpectedly, almost awkwardly, and touched his forearm. Her hand was 

warm, soft as a feather, electric. 

He realized with a rush that she was beautiful, far more than the gold and pink sunset. He 

felt an overwhelming urge at that moment, right there, to remember her face forever.   

"I--I'm so sorry, miss. Would you... would you mind if I took your picture?"  He wanted 

to say you are the most interesting person I've ever seen, but words failed him. She was thin, 

with an auburn mane framing a perfectly delicate face, and honey-green eyes which toyed a 

secret he could not understand. The sky seemed pretty tonight, but paled in comparison to her 

smile. 

"Thank you," she whispered. Her lips parted in a soft smile that left him speechless. "That 

is very sweet. I'd love it."   

Her voice was high, and he drank it in. His heart soared and he was surprised to feel his 

insides melt with desire, beyond anything he'd felt with Kate. He asked her to pose with her face 
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lit perfectly by the fading sun, and something inside told him that if he lost everything in life, 

he'd still have this one perfect picture that he would treasure more than anything, forever.   

Click. Click.   

"Thank you. You... made my day. Could I please have your number? I'd... love to send 

you a copy." He smiled and hoped she would too. "If you don't mind." 

"Well," she flashed her mobile phone with a flirt, "I was wondering if you could just let 

me download it from your memory card?" 

"Oh, I'm so sorry. I can't do that today." He was terrified for a moment that she'd run 

away. Of all the days to be a film aficionado, this was the worst. He could see his digital camera 

sitting on the table back at his apartment, remembering how excited he'd been to leave it behind 

to finish this roll. "I'm shooting film today. But I can definitely scan it and send it to you—“ 

The change in her eyes surprised him. They were beautiful even through her anger. She 

stepped closer and he felt giddy with expectation. She touched him again with her delicious, soft, 

warm hand. Her touch was electric. 

The afternoon gloom covered him like sand, and he felt endless desperation with no 

escape. The girl in front of him probably had it all, but she didn't care.  She'd never understand 

why life was so difficult for him. He felt worthless, sick that of being a failure, ashamed that all 

his life had led to only this. He looked at his stupid camera—Why the fuck do I even do this? No 

one cares—and felt a deep, bitter, all encompassing disgust at himself.   

Cars flew by on Storrow Drive. He was a loser, in a dead-end startup job in Cambridge 

which he knew, deep down, would fail and doom him to misery. His fiancee was probably 

cheating on him right now, laughing at him while she was having sex with a co-worker. He 
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realized he hated her, but understood. The world was better off without him. He knew, finally 

and clearly, what he had to do. No one would know and no one would care, but the pain would 

soon be over.   

He glanced over his shoulder as he stepped in front of the truck, barely hearing people 

screaming at him. The girl with auburn hair stood in a small crowd, staring at him silently and 

shaking her head with a terrified look on her face. She seemed to be yelling the word No. 

His last thought before the truck slammed against him was it hurts less than I— 

# 

They felt like the only people at Tufts University on a glorious day in Medford.  The campus lay 

quiet and still in the summer heat, comfortable being the wrong place to be on a beautiful day.  A 

handful of students ambled across the campus, unable or unwilling to leave. While the rest of the 

world hoped they could study here, Paula Mendez could not wait to leave.  

She felt a knot in the pit of her stomach walking with Harriet Morris—her best friend and 

fellow teaching assistant a few months prior— towards their old building, a path they’d walked 

countless times before.  It felt surreal to be back. Like returning to your childhood home, long 

after you grew up.  Memories rushed forth in the familiar heat—the desperate race to finish her 

degree, the longing to be anywhere else in the summer lull, the pride at finally seeing the 

institution as her alma mater instead of someplace to escape from. The cool air spilling from 

their old office building smelled of yesterday, a respite from the heat she no longer needed. They 

walked mindlessly to their former office, commenting in hushed tones about tiny details they’d 

never noticed before. The carpet, the walls, the windows—mute witnesses to years of indentured 
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servitude as teaching assistants—now seemed charming and comforting. 

“Good morning ladies!” 

“Well, good morning boss!”  Harriet and Paula ran into the small office and hugged their 

former advisor.  Doctor Kelly Austin, Assistant Professor of Mathematics and their former 

mentor, stepped back and smiled with pride.   

“I, my fellow doctors, am no longer your boss.” 

“You will always be our boss.” Paula said, and felt her eyes well up.    She pushed Harriet 

gently and tried to look away.  “What do you say, Doctor Morris?” 

“Absolutely, Doctor Mendez,” Harriet said, wiping back her own tears.  “Honestly, Kelly.  

We would have never made it without you.” 

Kelly hugged them again.  “I’m so proud of you.  My first advisees have left the nest.  I 

will never forget you.” 

Paula took off her glasses to dab her eyes and smiled.   She had seen Kelly only a few 

times after the graduation whirlwind, six months after the horror of Burlington.  Kelly no longer 

looked like a barista posing as a college professor, almost indistinguishable from her students.  

Now she looked … classy, content, and fulfilled.  Her previously unkempt bob was cut short and 

full of sass. She now dressed elegantly, more at home in Newbury Street — or Rome, for that 

matter — than a lecture hall in the bowels of Medford.  Even in the middle of the lazy summer, 

she looked sleek and elegant in low cut slacks and pumps, a gauzy jade top and an understated, 

stunning pearl necklace — a gift from her boyfriend, no doubt.  Of course, she now had to dress 

the part as one of the public faces of the University.  The way she moved, how she carried 

herself… even how she stood made it clear she was doing this for herself — not for anyone else.  
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A year after meeting Simon Lyons—Kelly’s boyfriend, their new supervisor at work, and the 

most dangerous person on earth—Paula had never seen her mentor so happy.  It filled her with 

joy.   

Goals.   

“So, how are your…new jobs?” Kelly asked. 

Harriet and Paula flashed knowing smiles.  “Well, we’ve barely started. We’ll be in what 

we politely call ‘the Boston Office.’ ”   

“At Hanscom Field?” 

“I think we’ll be at a strip mall somewhere inside of I-95.  With access control.” Paula 

winked.  “Don’t tell anyone.” 

“Simon was so excited,” Kelly beamed. “I hope everything is going well with…” 

“I would’ve called her ‘Dragon Lady’ before, but now…” Paula sighed and smiled.  “She 

wants us to call her Minerva.  She’s still Miss Ayala at work. We head to DC this week for in-

processing.” 

“Tell your boyfriend that we owe him serious beer money,” Harriet grinned. “This is 

going to be an awesome job.” 

“I’m so happy for you both,” Kelly said, admiring them.  “After Burlington he was 

absolutely determined that you had to be on the team. He went there personally to, as he says, 

‘grease the skids.’ He was convinced that without you we would’ve never found…” her voice 

faded. 

“Him.”  Harriet said through clenched teeth. 

Paula shivered. She’d tried to not think of the name for the last six months.  
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Owen Lockwood. The psychopath who tried to kill us. All of us.  

The were silent for several seconds.  

“Well, Kelly, it was you who figured out it was him.”  

“Minerva was very gracious about that,” Kelly sighed. “But she was mostly impressed 

with both of you.” She looked up, beaming with pride.  “I’m so glad this worked out.” 

“Gotta tell you, Kelly, this is not what I thought I’d be doing after graduation.” Paula 

shook her head.  “I thought I’d still be here at Tufts.  Doing a post-doc.  Teaching summer 

classes and hating it. Not…joining some government outfit that not even Harriet can find 

online.” 

“Give me a few weeks, sister,” she winked. 

Kelly reached out and held their hands.  “Just…be careful.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Simon…thinks some people don’t want to be reminded of what happened last 

December.”   Her smile faded.  “It was a huge embarrassment for very powerful people.  Keep 

your eyes and ears open.” 

“We will, boss,” Paula said with a wink.  “The M&M’s are on it.” 

Kelly smiled with what Paula imagined to be sadness and pride.  “I miss you both so 

much.” 

“We miss you too, boss.” Paula sighed.  “Who are you advising now?” 

“Actually, this year I was assigned an assistant.  To help with classes and the STEM 

initiative!” 

“Your own assistant?” Paula exclaimed and pumped her fists. “Holy shit you’re famous!” 
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“You mean you get a break from idiot PhD students?”  Harriet laughed out loud. 

“Oh, come on,” Kelly smiled.  “She’s actually very nice.  A female veteran.  Her name is 

Amber Drake.” 

# 

She walked west on Boylston Street in a haze, nauseous and hungry.   

He jumped right in front of that truck, she thought.  I saw him die.   

The sky had long ago turned dark.  Evening fell on Boston like a sickness, cooling the 

concrete that surrounded and suffocated her. She felt dizzy, the horror she’d caused floating in 

her mind, a nightmare.   

I made him do it.   

I killed him. 

By chance, she’d seen him over a week ago.  He seemed nice and interesting — a cute 

guy, oblivious to the world beyond his lens, obviously passionate about beauty.  He was 

completely detached from— and ignorant of — her world, which made him innocent and 

irresistible.  She was intrigued by his artistic side and boyish eyes, and found herself alone at 

night, staring at the ceiling, wondering what it would feel like to be with him.  She ached for him 

to notice her, even if only to acknowledge she was alive.  She was tired of being invisible at 

work, in her life — everywhere — and could no longer bear the loneliness.  She desperately 

wanted to know how he felt, what he thought about her.  That’s how she gathered up her courage 

for the touch.   

She’d noticed she was changing — with the ravenous hunger after the accident came a 
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shadow, a whisper of something…different.  She felt depressed imagining this is what being 

pregnant must feel like.  Since she was pretty confident she wasn’t the next immaculate 

conception, it had to be something else.  She’d been feeling something beyond the whispers only 

she could sense.  She could now feel a push, a swell in the ocean, gentle as a breeze, relentless as 

time.  She thought if it worked when she listened to others, maybe… 

She’d learned enough at work to follow him, although she’d done it all wrong. She still 

couldn’t understand anyone by sight, only by touch, the cruelty of her condition.  As soon as 

she’d touched him, she knew.  He was oblivious to her, and the push to make him notice came as 

a delicious, erotic release.  She could sense the change.  She was now alive, a part of his world.  

It worked.  He’d asked to take her picture, and she felt so happy she almost cried.   

Then he gave her that stupid excuse. “I’m sorry, I’m shooting film today.”  

Yeah, right.   

She’d felt ashamed, enraged, betrayed.  Don’t you know what you did to me?  Do you 

think you can lie to me?  I can tell.  Of all the people in the world, I can tell.   

Anger consumed her, and she could only focus on the push: You worthless piece of shit.  

Then he started walking into traffic, and she knew something was wrong.  She’d done 

something terrible.   

You could never understand anyone.  You will never understand. You stupid bitch.  

She thought it would wear off quickly, that he’d walk back and maybe confront her.  It 

would be horrible to feel his anger, but she’d see his beautiful eyes one more time.  Maybe she 

would have a chance to explain, to hear his voice again.  But he merely looked back, his eyes 

dead with despair, and all she could do was silently scream No.   
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She remembered how he bounced after the truck hit him, the sickening crunch, his body 

rolling on the ground like a doll, bloody and broken, and felt nauseous.  

She stopped in the middle of the sidewalk, close to where the bombs had gone off during 

the marathon years ago.  She leaned on a tree to steady herself, dizzy with hunger, and threw up.   
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Chapter Two 

She walked up the creaky steps to her studio, an converted upper floor in a pale green house, 

tucked away in a yet-to-be-gentrified Medford neighborhood. Her parents, she knew, would be 

horrified at someone with her condition living like this.  The apartment was tiny, somewhere 

between a one bedroom and a studio, several rungs below “luxurious” in these Boston 

hinterlands. The few clothes she owned were folded in a pile atop a cupboard across from her 

futon.  She walked to a small corner table and lit a scented candle, a necessary ritual. The 

flickering orange light was warm and comforting, and after a few moments the soft vanilla scent 

enveloped her, taming the edges of her room. 

Her tiny, two burner kitchen was excessively neat, mostly because she had an inordinate 

fear of vermin, and cleanliness kept them at bay.  She looked around and let shame wash over 

her.  Others with her condition would exhibit some level of OCD, useful if you were doomed to 

live your life alone and required neatness.  Few knew the link to her condition, but she did: her 

parents had reminded her constantly.  Your sister is obsessive about neatness, why aren’t you?  
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She often wondered if they ever complained about anything Audrey had ever done.  Maybe that’s 

what made her leave.   

No. She left because of me.   

I never did understand.   

Now that she was living alone she could focus more on creating her own place, her 

sanctuary.  She glanced at her poetry books and her journals, still collecting dust in boxes by her 

desk. Over in the far corner, boxes of her cosplay gear—wigs, vintage clothing, all manner of 

props, stage makeup—lay undisturbed, a remnant of a useful past she nonetheless avoided. 

Someday, she thought, I’ll do something for me and not embarrass myself.  

She didn’t want to curse her current luck by thinking about work. Her new “job”—both 

of her “jobs”—were going surprisingly well.  Both were modest roles—the real one, and the 

cover— but they made her feel useful. Staying busy would keep her from thinking about 

Christopher, the boy she’d killed. No one could ever know about that. She still felt nauseous 

thinking back to that evening on the Esplanade, haunted by his beautiful eyes, empty windows 

into a soul she’d broken. She looked away, shaking away the image of his battered body laying 

broken on Storrow Drive.  If she was any braver, she’d end it now. 

When I’m stronger. Not yet. 

Until then, no one will know. 

She almost cracked her molars trying to stem the tears, and distracted herself by making 

mint tea.  A few minutes later she sat down with the warm cup in front of the window and 

opened up her tablet.   

The year was changing.  A few mornings ago she thought she’d felt the first  cool whisper 
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of autumn during her morning run.  She shivered, remembering the bitter caress of imagined fall.  

She’d run faster — something she was still good at — feeling the heat in her hips and belly and 

chest as she tried to escape herself.  She was older after the accident — a woman, not a girl—and 

stronger.  The day had cooperated after all, and when she returned to her apartment, fate had 

awarded her another beautiful day, a temporary reprieve from the oppressive darkness of winter. 

She had once loved autumn. Now the season reminded her too much of her accident, of how 

much she’d changed.  The rest, only she would ever know.   

She felt the mug cool to a tolerable level, and brought up the app to communicate with 

work.  She texted her real boss — just got back, ready whenever— and sat back.   

After four minutes the unmistakeable boop tone broke the silence.  She leaned into the 

tablet camera to ensure a good look at her iris, placed her warm thumb, then index finger, then 

ring finger on the touch sensor, and recited the nonsense phrase — Dickens sue outwardly shoe 

set — used to authenticate her voice.  She always thought the voice of the AI suspected 

something bad about her.  The image took a few seconds to build to full resolution, an artifact of 

signal compression and encryption.  She could see the outline of his glasses before the image 

finished building. 

“Miss Drake, can you hear me?” 

“I have you loud and clear, Major Lockwood.  How about me?” 

# 

“We have new team members,” Minerva Ayala said, and stood up from her desk. “They’ll be 

based out of the new Boston office.” 
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Justin Asher and Marcy Bennet stood up with their boss and placed their hands behind 

their back our of habit. He felt lightheaded, still unable to believe his luck. 

“Asher, you and Miss Bennet will be traveling up there weekly to follow up on the 

Lockwood incident, and help them stand up operations.” Ayala, head of the Relented program 

within the nondescript Defense Special Activities Office, paused for a moment and looked Justin 

straight in the eye.   

“Don’t fuck this up.” 

He looked down and shame washed over him. It took an eternity for him to answer. “Yes, 

ma’am.” 

It happened every time he heard the name.   

Owen Lockwood, he thought, and felt hate burn him from inside.  

You piece of shit.  

They walked out silently and headed back to the common room, the one open work area 

in the unremarkable building in the outskirts of Washington. Justin stared a few feet ahead, 

feeling Marcy’s pale eyes burning into him. 

“Hey, you okay?” After a year of working together, he’d become adept at decoding 

Marcy’s southern accent. He’d seen her stop buffoons in their tracks with a slicing sure, honey; 

and completely change idiotic minds with a sweet oh that’s precious. This tone was different: 

soft, expectant, soothing. This time he heard a friend. 

“I’ts been eight months Marcy,” he whispered. “I’m never gonna live it down.” 

“Justin, c’mon,” she said, stopping in the middle of the hallway and grabbing his arm. 

“The boss knows what really happened. She brought you back.” 
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Months ago he would have avoided direct eye contact with Marcy in a futile effort to hide 

a raging crush. Today, shame had the same effect. 

“When they shoved me in the car in handcuffs,” he murmured, “I thought I’d be Federal 

prison for the rest of my life,” he looked down the hallway and shook his head. “Then he sat next 

to me.”  

He looked at Marcy, and this time she looked away. 

“Do you remember what he looked like?” 

“I do,” she whispered. 

“He was all torn up, Marcy. Bleeding all over the damn car. I thought he was going to 

pass out and die right there. And he didn’t even look at me.” He looked away. “That was the 

worst night of my life,” he said, his voice cracking. “And I caused it. He almost died because of 

me. Because. . .” his voice lowered with a hate he realized he’d carry his entire life. “Because of 

fucking Owen.” 

“Justin, I know, it’s okay that—” 

“Do you know how hard it is to see you every day? Knowing I pointed a gun at you?” 

He realized he was holding her hand, squeezing too tight, and let go. 

“We were all taken, Justin.” She took a deep breath and looked him in the eye. “All of 

us.” 

“He didn’t use you to kidnap somebody.” 

“And you didn’t have that asshole listen to everything you said.” 

Justin knit his brow. 

Marcy leaned in. “That pervert hacked into my personal comms. After everything we’d 
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shared. Used my earrings as a damn wiretap for over a week. Do you know how violated I felt? 

How embarrassed?” 

“I never knew that, Marcy,” he whispered. “I’m sorry. I guess we both—“ 

She surprised him with a hug. She was strong and warm, and smelled like honey and 

flowers. 

“You were a gullible frat boy. So was everyone in this damn town,” she smiled for a 

moment, then frowned. “And I was the gullible blonde. I fell for the asshole. Again.” 

He squeezed her hands, her perfect eyes inches from his.  Months ago he’d be ecstatic to 

be this close to the most gorgeous woman he’d ever known. Now he wanted nothing more than 

to prove himself to everyone by staying away.  

He tried to change the subject, and let a smile light up his face. “Did I ever tell you what 

the boss told me when they cleared me back in?”  

“I heard it was pretty bad,” she whispered back. 

“It was.  We’ll save it for a beer.” 

“I’m counting on it. Next trip to Boston.” She winked at him and walked away, the 

delicate scent of her skin and hair lingering in her wake.  

He looked back toward Ayala’s office, remembering the day a few months ago when he 

was officially reinstated.  Only Mister Lyons accompanied him.  In graphic, profane and 

anatomically clear terms, Ayala told him that she’d personally rip his fucking head off and shit 

on the stump of his neck if he was ever that stupid again.  He was surprised to see pity on Mister 

Lyons’ face.  Before she dismissed him, Ayala told Justin he had promise, and that if he managed 

to keep his head out of his ass, he would have a bright future in the Office and in government 
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service.  

What he’d never forget, however, was Mister Lyons’ response. 

“We all do things we’re ashamed of, Justin,” Simon told him. “It’s how we recover from 

them that makes us who we’ll be.” 

Lyons would never rid himself of the scars that crossed his face and haunted his 

nightmares, and Justin would never overcome the shame of betraying his friends.  He could only 

stand numb in the hallway, trying not to cry.  Lyons must’ve known: he squeezed his shoulder, 

like a father, and walked away.  Justin barely made it to the bathroom.  He hid in a stall and cried 

for a long time, quiet and alone, not fully understanding what he felt.  He was sure of one thing.   

I will not fuck this up. I promise. 

# 

“You ready, professor?” Simon Lyons whispered and smiled. 

Kelly Austin clutched her boyfriend’s arm outside the gym entrance, an anonymous door 

to an unremarkable building in a forgotten industrial park twenty miles north of Boston.  She felt 

sick despite the beautiful late summer day.  Staying out in the warm daylight seemed far better 

than going into this dark, stuffy cave, with a bunch of people she knew would laugh at her.  She 

felt silly, out of place, and desperate to run away.   

Why am I doing this? she thought, and set her jaw tight. 

Of course.  I asked him.   

Two weeks ago they’d enjoyed a magical weekend together, discovering new coffee 

shops in Cambridge during a stunning late summer day.  Kelly brought a little soccer ball in her 

picnic bag, and taught Simon the basics of the beautiful game every time they passed a patch of 
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grass.  She’d marveled at him— he was gorgeous, in complete control of his body, smiling 

broadly and enjoying every moment.  Something inside her broke.  I used to be that happy in my 

body, she thought.  She hadn’t felt that way since her senior year in college.   

He’d caught her at home a few nights later as she checked out her arms in the mirror.  He 

fawned over her, telling her how beautiful she looked — but she didn’t want to believe him.  I 

don’t feel strong. She’d tried to do a pushup in front of him and failed.  Between kisses and 

fondling — how can he be so horny when I feel so weak? — she made him promise to work out 

with her.   He reminded her she was already gorgeous and perfect, but promised he’d take her to 

the new gym, the one from work, as soon as it opened. 

Today was the day.  No turning back. She nodded, lips tight.  “Let’s go.” 

The gym was cavernous, dark and utilitarian, with industrial lights suspended from the 

ceiling.  The floor was covered in black rubber mats. Stacks of barbells, dumbbells and plates 

covered an entire wall, and cage-like rigs held people doing pull-ups and gymnastics.  It seemed 

alien, and smelled like energy drinks, stale sweat and car tires.   

This was not a normal gym, with people struggling for fitness on strange machines.  This 

was where the new team from the Office worked out.   The guys ranged in size from lithe-soccer-

player to football-running-back, and the women all looked like fitness models with pixie cuts and 

chalked-up hands.  Everyone looked brutally fit.  

Kelly felt soft, vulnerable, and desperate to leave.  I’m weak.  They know.  She turned to 

Simon to tell him I changed my mind.  Let’s leave. Please.   

Then she noticed something strange.   

When they walked in, the building went quiet.   
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Huge dudes and tough chicks, all of them younger than Simon, stopped whatever they 

were doing and stood silent as he walked by. They stared, alert and unblinking, acknowledging 

him with respectful nods as he passed.   

They all know him. 

When she first met Simon’s coworkers at “the Office,” as they all called it, everyone 

seemed scared of him.  She soon learned why.  In the year since, she’d seen his harsh exterior 

melt away, revealing the tender soul of the man she loved.  The people chiseling themselves to 

perfection in this yawning cavern, however, were not afraid. They were deferential and quiet; so 

focused on Simon that Kelly wondered if they were holding their collective breath, primed for 

something unknown. 

Say the word, they seemed to say. We are ready.  It felt comforting and terrifying. She 

squeezed his arm tighter, avoided their gaze, and looked ahead. 

They walked to the back of the gym, up to an enormous bald man standing outside a 

small alcove that served as an office.  With his hands on his hips, he seemed wider than he was 

tall. He was barely younger than Simon but a hundred pounds heavier, all of it muscle and 

menace.  His skin seemed made of leather, with faded tattoos on his chest and shoulders.  He 

flashed a wide smile through a perfect goatee as they walked up to him. 

“This place is already a mess,” Simon put out his hand and smirked. 

“I need to do a better job of keeping scumbags like you out,” the man grinned, “But this 

young lady is welcome any time.” He shook Simon’s hand and slapped him on the shoulder. 

“You look good, Seb. Thanks for everything.” 

“You outgrew the last place. I like this one a lot better, Gonzo.”   
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“Boss got serious about moving stuff up here after your speech,” he shrugged. “You’re 

not gonna hear me complain.” Gonzo looked past him with curious ferocity.  Kelly clutched 

Simon’s arm, desperate to disappear.  “Is this …” 

“Yes. Doctor Kelly Austin.  My—” 

 “Doctor Austin,” Gonzo interrupted, completely ignoring Simon. “What an honor. I’m 

Hector Gonzalez, and I am at your service. Welcome to your gym.” His handshake was warm, 

enormous and welcoming. 

“Thank you, Mister Gonzalez.  I’m…”    

“Ma’am, please.  The guys call me Gonzo.” His eyes lit up in a comforting smile.  “You 

are my personal guest. All of this is yours.”  

“I’m here two minutes and you’re already hitting on her,” Simon shook his head. “I’m 

taking back every lie I said about you.” 

Gonzo mimed Don’t pay any attention to him and chuckled. Kelly giggled at the 

incongruity of this huge, dangerous-looking man melting her with a dazzling smile and 

teddybear eyes.  She could easily imagine him as a terrifying presence in the wrong place, an 

image completely at odds with his playful banter, the one Simon shared only with his closest 

friends. 

“Good to see you today, Doctor.” The voice behind her was unmistakeable. 

“Marcy?” Kelly turned around and beamed.  Of course, she fit in perfectly here.  Marcy 

Bennet, Simon’s understudy and work partner, the most badass woman Kelly had ever met, 

looked stunning as always. She dressed like all the other gym babes—a sports top and shorts—

but Marcy somehow managed to look classy and feminine even in the dark bowels of the gym.  
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Kelly’s heart sank.  She’s so fit and strong.  I’m going to look like an idiot. 

Marcy surprised her with a hug, a clear signal to everyone in the gym, then bumped fists 

with Simon.   

“Time for the ladies to leave you boys to your conversation,” she smirked. 

Simon rolled his eyes. “Why do I have to put up with this shit?” 

“Don’t look at me, ‘mano,” Gonzo laughed, putting his hands up.  “You picked her!” 

Marcy stepped back and smiled at Kelly.  “Ready to work out?” 

“Marcy, I’m…” 

“Trust me,” she winked. “Let’s go.” 
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Chapter Three 

The students filed into the lecture hall in a grumble and sat down.  Steve Fullerton sat down one 

seat from Mark Hemmings, his classmate and longtime Army buddy, the requisite “bro” empty 

seat between them.  Today was the first day of the senior year analytics class, and he needed to 

stake out his seat for the semester.   

“Good morning, class!” 

“Is she the professor?” Steve leaned over and whispered.  Mark nodded in approval, 

eyebrows raised. 

He had to admit, the professor looked kind of… hot.  She was unlike the other denizens 

of the mathematics department, with their shabby clothes and unkempt hair.  She had an innocent 

girl-next-door vibe, but there was something about her… 

“Milf?”  Mark whispered over the empty seat, eyes locked on her. 

“Is she a mom already?” 

“Not mom.  Mathematician.” 
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Steve chuckled silently and enjoyed watching Professor Kelly Austin turn around.  

“Absolutely.” 

He’d received enough credits from active duty and night school to comp freshman and 

sophomore year, which made the academic load steep, but worthwhile. One year after the Army 

he still felt strange back in a classroom, surrounded by students several years younger than him.   

He found himself more interested in this skinny and unattainable teacher, closer to his age, than 

the gullible co-eds around him.  He’d slept with enough of them already, and was ready for 

something more interesting. 

He lost his train of thought several times during class, wondering what her underwear 

looked like, and how loud she’d be in bed.  She had him by less than five years, but those young 

cougars could still be fun.  She was still younger than some of the skanks who hung around Fort 

Drum, looking for their third or fourth ex-husband, horny after endless deployments.   

Nice ass for a thirtysomething. Tiny but her tits look spectacular. Needs to show more 

skin.  He briefly fantasized about how fragile she’d feel under him.  Maybe he’d be able to turn a 

couple of sweaty nights into a better grade in a class he really didn’t want to take.   

The buzzer rang to end the period, and several of the students walked down to ask 

questions.   

“I’m going to stay and ask a…question,” he sneered at Mark.  “Maybe something else.” 

“Dude, she’s a professor.” 

“I’m sure she moans all the same.” 

He stepped out the aisle and made it to the back of the crowd.  You all go ahead.  I have a 

different question. People were jockeying for position and he felt a few touch him. Get off me. All 
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y’all nerds are disgusting.   

Someone grabbed him from behind to get his attention. 

“Yea, what?” The girl holding Steve’s arm had hazel cat eyes that laughed at him. “What 

do you want?” 

“Do you need me to set up office hours with Doctor Austin?” Her accent was rough, 

tomboyish and blunt, like someone he remembered. 

“Nah. I just want to talk to her.  Who are you?” For such a skinny chick, Steve thought, 

she had a surprisingly strong grip. His skin tingled where she grabbed him.  

“I’m her assistant, Amber Drake,” she said with contempt. “What do you want to talk to 

her about?” 

“Listen, I’m one of the students,” he said, trying to loosen her grip. “I just have a 

question.” 

She let his arm go.  Her smile was sweet and disturbing.   

“Her boyfriend gets really jealous,” she whispered, and the smile got worse. “Works for 

powerful people.  Rich, crazy and angry. Already took out a few of your classmates.  And they 

weren’t stupid enough to think they could sleep with her.” 

He wanted to push her away, but she somehow knew exactly what he was thinking. He 

felt cold. “What the fuck are you talking about?” 

“You’re not the first.”  Her smile faded.  “Make sure your medical is paid up.  Get 

comfortable with a wheelchair.” She leaned into him. She was tiny and fragile and thin, yet he 

felt fear.  “Do you know how easy it is to crush a windpipe?  Remove an eyeball?  Rip off a 

scrotum?” She tilted her head and her lips parted in a cruel smile, as if she was looking at a piece 
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of meat.  “Her boyfriend knows. Go ahead. Hit on her and find out.” 

He wanted to slap her, but he was next in line.  Professor Austin turned away, waving at a 

student.  She was plain but fine:  petite, curvy, with a cute smile.  He noticed she wore classy 

jewelry, which made her look elegant and slightly out of place.  He looked closer and realized 

with a sinking feeling that her bracelet and necklace could probably pay for his first car. In cash. 

Boyfriend’s a sugar daddy. Way the fuck out of my league.   

“May I help you?” she asked in her polite and nasal tone. She moved in a weird manner, 

like the girl next door who didn’t know she was really hot— because her boyfriend would kill 

you if you got too close. 

Somewhere, the little voice in his brain, the one that had kept him alive in Iraq so many 

times, was screaming.   

It ain’t worth it. Get out. 

“Nothing, ma’am, nothing.  I overheard the answer to my question a few minutes ago.” 

Her eyes were very interesting.  Green and gray.  That’s a cool color.  

He flicked his backpack and ran out, not looking at her.  The skinny assistant—she’d be 

hot too if she wasn’t such a fucking nerd—mocked him with a glance. 

Nah, he thought. That cougar ain’t worth it.   

# 

“Please buckle your seatbelts,” the pilot said over the cabin loudspeaker. “We’ll be departing in 

about five minutes.” 

Harriet looked outside.  She had never been at a military airfield before.  Until this 

morning, she had never been in a business jet in her life.  This was their new reality, and it 
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excited and scared her.   

Paula sat across from her, looking out her window, lost in thought. 

“Long way from Tufts, huh Paula?” 

She looked up slowly at her, eyes far away, and flashed a wan smile. “Yes.” 

“You okay?”  

Harriet could feel the power of the engines rise just behind them. Paula looked away as 

the aircraft gently lurched forward, out of the chocks, the power quieting back down as they 

taxied to the runway.   “Just thinking about today.” 

“Whadya think?” 

Paula took a deep breath.  “Everyone was very nice.  Almost everyone.” 

“Are you talking about…?” 

She said yes without a word. 

“Marcy told me they read him the riot act. Reinstated, but with a really serious warning.”  

She leaned in with a shared secret.  “Marcy told me Dragon Lady almost fucking killed him.” 

“She should have,”  Paula snapped.  

“She told me that Justin had a really tough road to get back but that—“ 

“He pointed a fucking gun at you, Harriet!  He was choking Kelly and was going to hurt 

her!” 

Harriet looked out the aircraft window, breathless from the memory.  “It was terrifying.  I 

didn’t know what to do when Marcy shot his gun away.  I thought we were all gonna die. . .” She 

shuddered, shaking the image away. “And then Justin started crying when he realized what he’d 

done.” 
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Paula stared outside with a huff.  “That’s a big damn mistake, Harriet. I don’t know how I 

can work with someone like that.” 

“Well, at least we’re working at a place where you get a second chance.” 

Her nostrils flared and her eyes drilled into Harriet.  “Just because he’s a pretty boy they 

shouldn’t cut him so much slack.  If he thinks he can waltz around with that frat boy smile and 

those eyelashes and think everyone will forgive him, he’s going to get a fucking surprise.” 

“Eyelashes?” Harriet laughed. “What the hell are you talking about?” 

Paula huffed and looked away.  “I’m sure he waxes his eyebrows. That little…” She 

shook her shoulders in rage.    

The aircraft accelerated off the runway and they saw the Northern Virginia woods fall 

away.  Harriet was entranced by the speed, the clouds, the brilliant blue sky.  She felt a strange 

rumbling, which she recognized as the landing gear retracting, then all was smooth.  She could 

hear —  feel — the whine of the engines somewhere behind them.  The thrust and speed gave 

way to serenity, and the problems of the world suddenly became tiny, frivolous and 

inconsequential from up high.   

So this is why people love flying.   

“Helluva view.  Maybe this job won’t suck that bad, Paula.” 

Paula let out her breath in a huff, her eyes far away.  “He’s going to get a big fucking 

surprise.” 

# 

Beth Mulholland turned the corner to her street a few blocks from the Vienna Metro station 

outside of Washington DC and frowned.  
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Whose car is that? she thought. 

She pulled up into her tiny driveway, past a young man in a dark coat, seemingly 

impervious to the late afternoon warmth. Oh no. Her mind raced, wondering if she’d forgotten to 

put away all of Director Thomas’ classified documents. She’d left her receptionist job at the 

Pentagon on autopilot, thinking about her niece’s birthday party next weekend, not thinking 

about putting away a political appointee’s classified documents.   

Not again, she thought.  I’m going to use up my nine lives too soon. 

She stepped out of the car and scowled at the young man, keeping the car between them, 

as the congressional staffers had instructed her. She headed straight to her door, trying to avoid 

him, but the man met her at the walkway, a pleasant but businesslike smile on his face. 

He’s either the press or the cops, Beth thought. Hate ‘em both.  

“Beth Mulholland?” the man asked. He had the typical Office of Special Investigations 

tone: friendly and poisonous. He was well practiced—staying far enough away to not be a threat, 

close enough to intercept her before she entered her house and safety.  

“Whaddaya want?” she snapped.  Never take responsibility for anything, she remembered 

the staffers telling her.  Never cooperate.  It will make it much easier when we have to call in 

favors to make things go away.  

“Ms. Mulholland, my name is Patrick Vaughters,” the man said. “I’m with the Defense 

Intelligence Agency.”  

The man flashed a badge she could barely read.  Some punk had bumped into her on the 

Metro ride into Vienna, and when he reached out to hold her from face-planting into the boarding 

area he’d knocked her glasses off. Some other idiot had stepped on them, crunching them under a 
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too-heavy boot. She’d driven home by memory and braille, thankful she still had last year’s 

prescription in the spare set by the bowl by her front door. That spare set would be pretty useful 

right now, she thought. I can’t see his face. 

“Ms. Mulholland, we know you are the executive assistant for Scott Thomas, Executive 

Director of the Defense Special Activities Office.  We have information which suggests Director 

Thomas has been compromised,” the man said. “And we need your help.” 

Her heart stopped. Director Thomas, compromised? “What?” 

“Yes ma’am,” the man replied. “Would you mind if we asked a couple of questions?” He 

pulled out his badge again. “Won’t take but a few minutes of your time.” 

She led them in the front door, unlocked the door and told them to wait. To her dismay, 

her glasses were not where she’d left them.   

“Wait here, I’ll be right back,” she snapped at the g-men, annoyed at her lapse. She found 

them near the back window, by the breakfast nook, clear across the house.  Don’t remember that 

from this morning.  I need to be more mindful. 

She arrived back to the two men smiling politely.  The lead one was tall, with a blond 

buzzcut and those thick glasses that were so popular these days. His friend seemed shifty and 

greasy, avoiding eye contact. Probably a new guy uncomfortable during his first questioning, she 

imagined. 

They didn’t even sit down. They asked a number of innocuous questions, tapping out 

notes on their mobile phones. The one with the glasses waved goodbye with a pleasant “thank 

you,” and told her this was probably a routine issue, likely kicked off by a recurring security 

audit.  She was welcome to tell Director Thomas—he always insists on people calling him 
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Director— but this was probably a simple administrative issue. They excused themselves and 

left, telling her they were late for another interview, probably chasing another admin issue. 

She watched them drive off in the typical black, nondescript sedans used for government 

work. I should take a picture of their tags, she thought, thinking back to her security training. 

She raced back to the kitchen to grab her purse, and for a moment felt sick when she couldn’t 

find it.  She searched the kitchen, scoured the nook—nothing. Her phone was gone. 

Bastards.  Those bastards took it! 

She ran to the front door, hoping against hope the car would still be there, and saw it.  

Her phone was on the entrance table, hiding behind the key bowl, where her glasses should’ve 

been. She hadn’t seen it when she walked in, she realized.  I’m blind as a bat without my glasses. 

She let out a sigh, a mix of relief and embarrassment.  

Oh Beth, she closed her eyes and shook her head. You’re losing your mind.  

# 
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Chapter Four 

Amber walked out of the Central Square subway station into the sticky night.  The smell of 

vomit and urine, mixed with the relentless noise of traffic, shocked her.  She’d been here only a 

few times before, and always thought it strange that such a dirty stretch could exist between the 

stuffiness of Harvard and the techies of MIT.  She glanced at a closing coffee shop and a shiver 

of guilt ran down her spine.  

It felt spiteful and needless the first time she’d pushed someone on purpose at a coffee 

shop just like this.  It had happened shortly after the horror with Christopher, and it reminded her 

too much of  him.  The harried barista had screwed up her order, and she only noticed after she’d 

stepped away.  He was unexpectedly mean, and she only wanted to know why.  When he grabbed 

the cup from her they touched, almost without thinking.  It had been almost accidental.   

The intensity of his anger and disgust surprised her.  She couldn’t tell if it was directed at 

her, but it didn’t matter.  Without thinking she felt a wave, relentless as a thunderstorm, pushing 

from the back of her neck into his hand. 
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I am right. 

The change in him had been immediate and striking.  He looked at her apologetically, and 

she could immediately sense the regret and embarrassment through her touch.  “I’m so sorry…

Amber,” he struggled to read his own writing on the paper cup.  “I’ll fix this right away for you.” 

That was the first time she controlled it. 

She’d walked out in a daze, hungry and shocked, looking blankly at strangers and 

wondering would it work with them?  It was difficult for her to have physical contact with 

anyone, especially strangers, so she had to find a place where casual contact was socially 

permissible.   

Over the past few days she’d tried the subway, more cafes, and the bodegas around 

Medford.  Once she dared to touch a guy playing the guitar on the street.  In each case she’d stay 

long enough to prove that the push worked, then run away.  They were all different, based on 

what she thought they might feel.   

You’re happy. I’m pretty. You’re sad. 

I’m scary. 

The last one, where she made someone fear her, came at dusk.  She made the mistake of 

thinking about fear when she touched an old lady reloading her subway card at Haymarket 

Station.  The woman had shrieked, and hurriedly grabbed her bags to get away.  It took her a split 

second to understand why, and several hours to wonder what if.  She had to discover if it would 

work on someone else.  Somewhere with faceless transients— preferably with substance abuse 

and credibility problems— seemed like the right place.  She smiled bashfully, like a middle 

schooler cutting class, thinking that her time at the Office had been useful after all.   
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She crossed to the south side of Massachusetts Avenue and walked past a large bus lane, 

where panhandlers and stoners did their best to keep the Central Square vibe going despite 

startups popping up like mushrooms all over the city.  She crossed a smaller street, and noticed 

with a chill that the smell was different a mere two blocks away from the square, towards the 

Charles River.  It would be a great place to put her back to the wall, and wait.   

She noticed an older man stumble awkwardly towards her.  His hair was oily and gray, 

his clothes disgusting, and she could not tell if he had any teeth.  In the middle of the 

neighborhood’s resurgence, she could tell he hadn’t showered in days.  As he got closer the 

stench confirmed her suspicion.  He saw her and produced a torn paper cup out of nowhere. 

“Change?”  The few teeth he had left were rotten and black, and his voice was high from 

hunger, desperation, or something else. 

She summoned every ounce of courage to put out her hand, dreading the man’s filthy 

touch.  She looked around nervously and saw a fat woman a few yards away, sitting crosslegged 

on the sidewalk, looking at the scene and smiling.   

“Leave her alone you piece of shit!”  the fat woman cackled through missing teeth, and 

spit something disgusting on the sidewalk.   

“Fuck you, you fat whore!”  The man yelled then laughed, and Amber felt repulsion at 

the thought of his spit landing on her.  Disgust rose within her and without thinking she put out 

her hand. 

“You wan’ me ta read yer fuckin’ palm?”  The man looked at her hand, looking for money 

and finding none.  The smell of stale urine was nauseating.  Slowly, almost numb, she touched 

him. 
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He was confused, his mind as vile as his stench.  She willed the thoughts away from her 

mind and felt the push, dark and oily and clear, like a wave. 

Fear me. 

The man recoiled and stumbled back, falling to the ground.  He shrieked as if he had seen 

an apparition, his face peeling back in terror, and she thought he’d gag on his tongue.  The fat 

woman on the sidewalk laughed and yelled at him, throwing a crumpled cup at him in disgust.  

“You’re fucking high as a kite, you piece of shit! Leave her the fuck alone!”  She slapped 

her fat knee and shook her head, and coughed up something that looked black in the yellow street 

light.   

There was nothing else to do.  She turned back to the safety of the intersection, away 

from the laughing cough of the fat woman, from the gagging yelps of the old man.  Her heart 

raced and she felt the familiar, ravenous hunger as she tried to catch her breath.  The world came 

back into focus and she saw the car lights, the blur of people on the street, felt their presence and 

noise around her, but this time, it did not close her in.  The chaos — the sensory overload that the 

doctors had told her so many times would be so difficult for her  — suddenly surrounded her like 

water; comfortable, familiar, and safe.  No one would notice her.  She could hide in plain sight.  

No one would ever know what happened. 

I can do it, she smiled, and looked for someone to do it again. 

# 

Paula was on cloud nine after the trip to DC. Simon had flown back to Hanscom Field with them 

on the Learjet—one of the few members of the Office allowed to sit up front in the copilot seat—

then drove them straight to a bar on the outskirts of I-95.  He’d told them that he was going to 
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meet Kelly for drinks, and would they mind if they could take the car for the weekend?  

They laughed at him. 

“She may be your girlfriend, but she’s our mentor, Mister,” Harriet said, crossing her 

arms. “We’re coming with you.” 

Paula elbowed her softly. “Are we supposed to call him ‘sir’ after today?” 

Harriet frowned at Paula, then at Simon. It took him a second to burst out laughing. 

They both wanted to share everything with Kelly.  She could not remember ever seeing 

Simon looking proud last year, which made her smile.  It felt thrilling and intoxicating to be part 

of this world, to work alongside Simon—with everyone at the Office. 

Almost everyone. 

They walked into the bar and Kelly floated onto Simon in a glide Paula had never seen 

her mentor pull off. 

“Hello, mister,” she purred as Simon kissed her on the cheek. Kelly moved differently 

now.  As graduation approached they’d teased her mercilessly at how she flicked her hair every 

time Simon did anything for her — opening a door, stealing a kiss, or stealthily pinching her ass.  

They knew she was enjoying herself because every time she protested his attentions, she 

preened. They were so cute together that she wanted to either throw up, or scream. 

“You guys are adorable,” Paula said and shook her head, “but you’re making me sick.”  

“Oh stop it,” Kelly beamed as they exchanged hugs and smiles. “I can’t wait to hear 

about your first week!”  

“I’ll forget all about your disgusting puppy love,” Harriet said, mimicking throwing up, 

“if your boyfriend buys us a drink.” 
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“The new guys always buy the drinks, Doctor,” Simon interrupted. “Even if they’re 

PhDs.” 

“Oh, gee, I forgot, Mister Lyons, sir,” Harriet said in a child’s voice. “I’ll buy, to show 

my penance.” 

“Good answer,” he smiled. “You’re coming with me. Doctor Paula, what are you 

having?” 

“Cosmopolitan, my dear sir,” she said. “Thank you.” 

“Professor?” he whispered. Paula had the impression he used the same tone when they— 

Stop it. 

“I’ll have my usual, mister,” Kelly murmured, clearly letting everyone know that her man 

knew exactly what she drank.  

You go, girl.  

He let Harriet lead the way to the expansive bar, an island of mahogany and brass 

populated by a menagerie of office workers in various states of inebriation.  Harriet appeared to 

thoroughly enjoy the furtive looks of every woman in the establishment, all checking out the guy 

in tow. 

Simon looked different now.  The angry, damaged man they met last year was gone.  

Paula was shocked to notice how disarming he could be when he smiled—really smiled. Kelly 

had changed him physically and emotionally. Simon was confident, at ease—not brooding, 

violent or snarling. He was far more attractive now than when she’d first met him last year. Once 

she could see past his manipulation, she’d always thought he was handsome, but not gorgeous; a 

fit guy and classy dresser with regular features, a cute ass, and nothing more. Now there was 
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something about him—a confident, assured ease, an intoxicating depth in his eyes, a calming 

sensuality in his voice—which evoked delightfully inappropriate images in her mind. 

A real man. Not a stuck-up pretty boy like someone I met this week. 

She dismissed the thought and stole a look at Kelly.  She was a picture of happiness, 

smiling and blatantly checking out Simon as he walked to the bar.  

Stare away, Paula thought with a smile. That ass belongs to you after all. 

She put the thought away and changed the subject. 

“I really love that bracelet, Kelly.” 

She looked up and smiled.  “Thank you, Paula. He has excellent taste.” 

“You always wore those cool beaded bracelets in class,” she smiled.  “Now…” 

Kelly flashed a wry smile.  “I’m not sure I deserve it.” 

“My grandmother used to say ‘never argue with anyone who treats you like a princess.’ 

May I?”  She reached out and Kelly handed her the bracelet.  

As a young girl Paula longed for jewelry.  Not because of shallow materiality, but as a 

signal to society that she had arrived.  For a family without means to acquire even the smallest 

treasures, the next best thing was to look the part.  Her grandmother had instilled in her an 

unforgettable lesson:  you may not be able to afford the finest, but you must always act as if you 

could.   

The bracelet was heavy and magnificent: rose, yellow and white gold, combined in a 

tasteful and subdued pattern, with diamonds — real ones— sparkling through the flowing, 

almost liquid metal.  Only someone who appreciated the craft would notice the spectacular 

workmanship, the exquisite patterns, the balance of art and engineering.  Paula was pretty sure 
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that single bracelet was worth more than several months of rent.   

“Kelly, this is… incredible,”  she whispered and put the bracelet on.  Like any jewelry 

worth having, it perfectly brought out the color of her skin, and made her feel strong and 

beautiful. “Where did he…” 

“I don’t know,” Kelly shrugged.  “I was never much into jewelry and now…” 

“And now, what?” She unclasped the bracelet and handed it back, feeling as if she’d 

given up the keys to a kingdom just beyond reach. 

“Cone of silence?” Kelly whispered. 

“Tent of trust.” 

“All my life I’ve been… the plain, skinny girl-next-door.” She put on the bracelet and 

smiled looking at the bar.  “And now …” she trailed off. 

“Kelly. You can’t leave me hanging like this.” 

“I know this is silly but… I walk into the department meetings now, and I take zero shit 

from anyone. Remember that computer science guy who didn’t want to give you more cloud 

computing access?” 

“Professor asshole?” Paula rolled her eyes.  “Oh yeah, I remember.” 

“I walked into his office and. . . just told him what he was going to do for the new PhD 

students. No negotiation, no bitching Just confidence.”  She smiled and Paula had the impression 

she was remembering something much different.  “It’s not the jewelry. Simon wants me to feel 

invincible,” she smiled. “So I do.” 

Paula shook her head.  “I hope I have that one day.” 

 “You will,” Kelly said, and put a hand on Paula’s knee. 
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“I don’t know, boss.  Now that I’m finished with my degree I realized that I sacrificed a 

lot for—“ 

“Paula Marie Mendez.  Do you have any idea how special you are?” 

She sat stunned.  Kelly never used her middle name. 

“You are beautiful, Paula.  You are brilliant, accomplished, gorgeous, and—“ 

“Sorry boss, not gorgeous,” she shook her head and looked away. She saw herself at 

fourteen, crying in her bathroom, all teeth and hair and glasses, just before her grandmother took 

her in her soft arms and comforted her, singing Eres bella, mi nieta querida.  Eres bella. 

She snapped back to the present and found Kelly gazing straight though her.   

“Don’t deny it, Paula.  You’ll meet someone understands how amazing you are.”  Her 

smile was radiant.  “When you do, everything will make sense.” 

“I’m a math PhD, Kelly, not a—“ 

She shut her up with a tilt of her head.  “You sound just like me.” 

# 

Owen Lockwood walked out into the maze of post-9/11 security around the Pentagon Metro 

station and headed straight to the fare machine.  He bought a crisp new Metro pass, loaded it 

with five dollars, and took the subway exactly one stop north on the Blue Line to the Arlington 

Cemetery stop. He stepped out of the subway, and tossed the Metro pass and credit card used to 

purchase it in the recycle bin outside. 

They’re recyclable, he thought with a grin. Investigators, he knew, were very good at 

rifling through trash, searching for ghosts.  

Recyclables, however, are sacred. 
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He stepped out into the late morning sun, and for a moment, wondered if his family 

regretted interring Greg here, instead of being closer to home.  He felt angrier now than at 

fifteen, finding out his older brother—the coolest guy on earth, the guy who had taught him to 

climb and ski and talk to girls—had died in Iraq and he’d never see him again. 

If I don’t bring these assholes in, I’ll never see his grave again, he thought.  He walked to 

the street and hailed one of the rare cabs.  Everything was a ride share these days, connected, 

malleable, and discoverable. He told the driver to head west to Vienna and sat back. 

He fished the piece of paper from his coat, and felt the Common Access Card that Scott 

Thomas, head of the Defense Special Activities Office, had so generously and unwittingly 

provided for him.  In the unseen cybernetic war between powers, the Pentagon had discovered an 

uncomfortable truth: the strongest AIs had a difficult time defeating even basic network security 

tools. Mathematics, after all, was inscrutable. Attacks on cryptography which relied on 

computational power usually met a sobering fact: cracking the code was possible, but not 

feasible. Most brute force exploits would take years—or centuries, or millennia—to succeed. 

Fortunately, humans were weak, and reliably exploitable. Relying too much on the 

Pentagon’s tools—We’re behind the firewall so we’re good— made the typical government 

employee willing to click on anything.  Especially technologically challenged office staff like 

Beth Mulholland, appointed for political favors, the ones who knew mistakes could be erased by 

staffers obsessed with the Washington game.  Beth, an ancient crone working at a simple job well 

above her meager qualifications, had been the perfect target. As Scott Thomas’ secretary, she had 

access to everything the scumbag wanted to hide. Cloning her phone had been child’s play. He 

felt guilty having one of the Venezuelan goons crush her glasses on the subway, but the payoff 
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was sweet.  

Once inside Beth’s account, it was an easy matter to find someone who “needed” a 

replacement ID card.  The AIs figured out on their own how to keep the original owner from 

knowing anything was awry, which Owen smugly admitted was a stroke of brilliance.  A month 

of work and millions of dollars of bitcoin in cloned AI capacity, all for a five-minute scavenger 

hunt.   

Cybersecurity careers, Owen mused, are only possible because humans are idiots. 

The most nerve wracking part of the whole mission had been disguise.  He’d only visited 

the Pentagon a few times before—he’d gone straight from the Air Force’s cyber units straight to 

Fort Meade—but he imagined someone would recognize him, and the ever-present surveillance 

cameras would be on the lookout.  Of course, he had a copy of the same AIs on his side.  It took 

some effort, but he managed to train the cloned Coeus to find a way to defeat its twin.  It took 

commitment to follow the AI’s guidance: an ill-fitting suit, cheek implants slid into gums to 

fatten his face, the annoying colored contacts, sporting a buzzcut and tweaking his eyebrows.  He 

marveled at the thought: twin, para-sentient entities, one trying to find him, the other trying to 

hide him. He brought up the hastily assembled app for Coeus and breathed a sigh of relief.  

No flags. Not yet. 

He spent exactly twenty three minutes inside the building.  Most of that was traveling to 

Scott’s office.  Once the Coeus AI had pulled Beth away with a bogus phone call, it took him 

only five minutes to rifle through the office. Scott Thomas was nowhere close, at a medical 

appointment which would be slipped an hour for unknown reasons.   

He wasn’t expecting to find much in Thomas’ office.  Planting anything would raise 
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suspicion.  Although Thomas was an idiot, he’d been in the game long enough, and knew a 

regularly-searched Pentagon office was not a great place to hide incriminating information. But 

he also knew that in a vast digital realm, everything was discoverable. The most powerful secrets 

were usually—not always, but usually—kept the same way they’d been secured for a thousand 

years.   

Pen and paper. Hidden in plain sight. 

This little piece of paper—a faded yellow stickie, stuck to the back of a sushi menu inside 

his desk, written in different inks, all in Thomas’ blocky scrawl—was very important. It gave 

nothing away to a casual observer, divulged no powerful secrets to the ignorant. A silly list, that 

is all. To someone with the right context, however, it was priceless.  

Apex Archer 

Blade 

Clamor 

Dagger 

Echo 

Feather 

Who knew? He thought and smiled.  There’s more.   
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Chapter Five 

“That was great.  Thank you.”  Kelly felt normal high-fiving Marcy, no longer imposing on a 

greeting only her buff girlfriends could share.  The evening workout had been tough, but today 

Kelly felt she belonged.  The black, cavernous gym now felt familiar—a place for growth, not 

embarrassment.  The racks, weights and sleds that had intimidated her weeks ago now beckoned, 

challenges she was increasingly confident she could master. 

Even though she would never look like any of the gym babes anytime soon, the sessions 

with Marcy made her feel felt strong, confident, and aware. She stole a look at her friend as they 

put away their dumbbells and elastic bands, the small ritual that signaled the completion of 

another stepping stone.  For a moment, all she could focus on were Marcy’s abs.  I’d kill to have 

those, she thought—then smiled. She realized with a chuckle that if a straight guy looked at 

Marcy in her current state, his eyes would never get that far down.   

“How’d you feel today?” Marcy asked as she put the last of the equipment away.   

“Well…” Kelly sighed.  She wanted to tell her she felt great.  She could not remember 
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the last time she’d popped off ten push-ups in a row, or if she had ever done several sets of thirty 

squats back to back, or hung off a pull-up bar with her knees to her chest for almost a minute.  A 

few nights ago Simon had caught her checking out her very own abs in the mirror.  This time she 

didn’t push him off when he nuzzled her, did not complain when he slipped off her top and ran 

his hands all over her body.  You can take what is yours. So will I. She savored every second as 

he explored all of her. It ended up wild and sweaty, and Kelly could not forget the feeling of 

power, taking her man on her terms, her body tight and strong and alive.   

“I feel great, Marcy,” she finally answered, putting away the memory. “Thank you.” 

She turned to find Simon in the gym.  It was not an imposition to be around so many guys 

who were so easy on the eyes.  She tried not to smile, imagining she’d be able to sell photos of 

these shirtless, sweaty men to the entire female cohort — and several of the men —  of the 

mathematics department.  Far better was the feeling, when she looked at the women, that she 

somehow belonged.  Not that she looked like Marcy or any of the other “operators,” as Simon 

called them — merely that she was fit, alive, and talented in her own way.   

She finally saw Simon and felt a sweet, familiar thrill.  He was putting his shirt back on 

after practicing gymnastics moves on a bar with a clutch of guys far younger than him.  Among 

all these gorgeous men, this one belonged to her.  Simon wasn’t the biggest, youngest or 

strongest. He was far more than that. You are mine.  He could melt her with only a smile. Or his 

eyes. Or his hands. . . 

She bit her lip at several indecent memories and hoped no one saw her ears turn red. 

Simon walked over to them. “Well hello, professor,” he said, flashing a knowing grin. 

“You are looking particularly fit today.”  
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“Hey, mister,” she purred, and thoroughly enjoyed it when he kissed her — and pinched 

her ass — in front of Marcy.   

Just making sure we know who he belongs to, she thought as she glanced at Marcy. Just 

making sure. 

“How did it go today?” 

She wanted to rub herself all over him, but decided to walk with him instead. “I had a 

great time,” she said as they made their way to Gonzo’s office.  “Marcy is kicking my butt,” she 

smiled knowingly.  “And I love the 80’s music.”  

“You should’ve seen the first gym in Arlington,” Marcy rolled her eyes.  “All Gonzo 

played for a while was angry southern cowboy rock.  Dear Lord that sucked.” 

“I remember the trap phase,” Simon shook his head.  “Only reason folks stayed was 

because they couldn’t go AWOL.” 

“He could do much worse than eighties alternative,” Kelly replied, as a song she 

recognized came on the speakers.  “Oh, I love this! Always thought it was sad, but—“ 

Simon’s smile vanished.  “I’ll be right back,” he whispered and sprinted off to Gonzo’s 

office. 

Kelly shrugged at Marcy, and they jogged after him.   

They arrived to see Gonzo standing still, staring at the audio control screen in his office.  

Simon walked in carefully, and Gonzo put out his hand.   

“It’s okay.” 

Simon stood there quietly as the song —  Hideaway, an 80’s anthem by Erasure — 

played over the gym loudspeakers.  Kelly recognized this as one of the long remixes, her 
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favorite.  She’d loved eighties alternative, and this song in particular, as a teenager growing up in 

the California desert.  When she found out what it meant to some of her friends, it became even 

more special.     

Gonzo leaned over his desk, his back to them.  Slowly, gently, Simon put his hand on his 

broad shoulder, and Kelly noticed Gonzo shake. 

He was sobbing.   

They stood there for what seemed hours.  The song finished with its awesome techno 

flourish, and Gonzo turned around and embraced Simon, pounding his back in bursts of release.  

Kelly could see Simon shaking with every blow as his friend held on. After a few moments 

Gonzo stepped back. 

“You okay?” Simon asked.  

Gonzo wiped his eyes. “I want to be alone.” 

“I’m not leaving,” Simon whispered.   

“I need to be alone,” Gonzo said, turning away to hide tears.  

“I am not leaving you,” Simon replied in a tone Kelly had heard many times before.  

“I said I want to be alone, you piece of shit,” Gonzo snapped in anger. 

“You’re going to have to kick me out.” 

“You think you’re fucking tough?” Gonzo snarled, his face inches from Simon’s. 

“I’m not leaving you,” Simon whispered. He stood still and quiet, eyes locked on his 

friend.  

She was unsure if they were about to get into a fight, when Gonzo abruptly embraced him 

again, almost violently, shaking and crying.  Simon held on as Gonzo, a bear of a man, held on 
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and sobbed.  Kelly sensed that had Simon not been there to hold him, Gonzo would have 

collapsed. 

After a few painful moments he let go. 

“You’re a stubborn bastard,” Gonzo said, looking away.  

“I’m gonna take that as a compliment,” Simon whispered. “I’m not gonna let you do 

anything stupid.” He grabbed Gonzo’s shoulders.  “You okay? I’m here. I’m always here.” 

“I know you are.  Thank you, Seb,” he whispered.  “I’ll be fine. I swear.” 

“I’ll be outside.” Simon patted Gonzo on the shoulder, and shook his hand through a hug.  

He turned back to Kelly and Marcy and nodded it’s okay.  He shut the door halfway to allow 

Gonzo to compose himself, and walked out.   

“Is he okay, sir?”  Marcy asked. 

Simon looked around the gym at everyone working out.  People carried on, oblivious to 

the scene.   “He lost the love of his life six years ago.” His eyes were miles away. “This was his 

favorite song.” 

“Oh, god, no,” Kelly whispered.   

“I brought him back. Gonzo was able to say goodbye.” He breathed in deep, his eyes far 

away, the look she knew chased away nightmares.  “It was rough. On all of us.” 

“I…had no idea, sir…” Marcy looked at the door, then back at him.  Kelly grabbed 

Simon’s arm and pulled in tight, trying to comfort him. 

“Nathan.  He was a great guy.  Former Green Beret.  We lost him in Izmir. Buried at 

Arlington.” 

# 
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# 

This is ridiculous, Amber thought. Why am I spying on her? 

The whisper of an autumn chill surprised her, and she ducked her head into her hoodie.  It 

helped to look away as she walked to her office.  Doctor Austin’s office. 

Her target’s office.   

She weaved through the warren of faded hallways where the assistant professors lived.  

She liked Doctor Austin—really liked her—and felt silly having to “surveil” her, as Major 

Lockwood always referred to the work. Professor Kelly Austin was smart and kind and pretty, 

and Amber wondered if Audrey would’ve looked like her had she not. . . 

She shook the memory away and locked her jaw.  There’s work to do.   

Being part of something important made her feel better.  Lockwood had shared how they 

were now operating what amounted to an internal affairs operations—trying to catch an enemy 

plant inside the Office. Things had to be bad if they brought her back from her on-call status.  

Lockwood had sent her a lot of background info to bring her up to speed: classified mission 

traffic, even surveillance video of Ms. Ayala, the dragon lady who’d recruited her over a year 

ago. The list of people briefed into this effort—Needle—was surprisingly small.  Lockwood, a 

handful of operators in the National Security Agency, and the Secretary of Defense.  This was 

dangerous, but important.  It made her feel important, too. 

But spying on Doctor Austin made her feel dirty. 

She turned the corner to Doctor Austin’s hallway and paused.  You need to monitor her 

closely, he’d said at their last video meeting. She’d been doing exactly that all summer— after 
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all, he’d set up her job as her assistant at Tufts, apparently with the full blessing of the 

administration. He’d become animated after she told him about Steve Fullerton, the asshole 

student in the analytics class, and how she’d sensed that he wanted to hook up with Kelly.  She 

felt a vague sense of pride at vectoring Fullerton away from Kelly all by herself, so she didn’t tell 

him about this new swell inside her.  

She didn’t tell Lockwood that she could scare the shit out of a tall, imposing, muscular 

asshole of a man. 

Me.  She let herself smile. Amber Drake, the badass. 

She’d felt. . . something after the accident with Christopher over the summer. A wave, 

something huge and delicious and relentless. She’d fought to keep it back, but it was there: bright 

and sharp and whole, and she knew it was real because of the hunger. 

After she’d pushed Christopher she was always hungry.  More than after the accident. 

Anytime she felt the swell, she felt ravenous, worse than when she’d ran cross country, or indoor 

track in the same year. She licked her teeth, mouth closed, to make sure no remnant of the 

supreme carnitas and rope vieja burritos, which she’d devoured between class periods, remained. 

She felt so emaciated that she imagined people could see a food bump through her jacket, and 

smiled at the thought. 

Maybe this is what it feels like to be anorexic, she thought. Without all the throwing up. 

Was Audrey anorexic? 

She stood at Doctor Austin’s office and thought of Fullerton, the pervert from the 

analytics class. She wasn’t the best at reading people, but Fullerton and Mark Hemmings, the 

other Army vet in the class—ebony and ivory, and they’re both assholes—ogled Doctor Austin a 
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bit too much. She’d told Lockwood, thinking he’d be angered by Fullerton’s behavior, upset that 

she now had to deal with possible sexual harassment again.  Instead, Lockwood went quiet. 

“You did very well there, Drake. Exceptionally well. We need to keep even closer tabs on 

her, and our veterans,” he’d said, his intensity clear even through the video and his glasses. 

“We’ll need a quick report every day.  Can you do that for the Office?” 

“Will do, Major Lockwood,” she’d told him. “I can do that.” 

Of course I can, she thought. You don’t know the things I can do.   

# 

The cemetery in Concord, Massachusetts was more ancient than Owen expected. A modest, treed 

patch of land rose quietly on the north side of town,  a sober reminder to the old and new money 

fleeing Boston of inevitable fate. Owen was moving often, trying to keep the Coeus and 

Haystack evil twins from tagging his location.  He’d decided to leave DC and return to Boston, 

the last place Ayala  would expect, and be close to his quarry.  But he ached for the open roads 

and vibrant trails of Boulder. He decided to rent a bike and explore the ancient footpaths of the 

American Revolution northwest of Boston, and landed somewhere between Bedford and 

Concord, on a ribbon of ancient dirt surprisingly hidden from humanity and civilization, an 

escape from the digital inferno he was trying to control.   

He meandered around the colonial cemetery, the granite crosses and slabs daring him to 

learn more about fates long decided. Years from now, he wondered, I will rot in the ground, 

forgotten by all except a cryptic headstone. He tried to imagine how his time would come, but 

could only think of his brother. 
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I don’t give a damn if they forget me, he thought. I can’t forget him. 

After a few minutes he rolled into the picturesque downtown, a pleasant New England 

village now impossibly expensive for any but the uber rich. He found a coffee shop, and hid in a 

too-warm corner with a double Americano and an overpriced scone. He scanned the handsets of 

the handful of people mindlessly working on laptops—are they really stupid enough to think no 

one knows what they’re doing?—and, after determining none of the pudgy locals was a plant, 

checked in with his AI slaves.  

Drake was nearing the end of her utility.  She’d done an admirable job of keeping Doctor 

Austin isolated until he could figure out how to bring her psycho boyfriend in.  But Owen soon 

realized she was way in over her head—another socially awkward, disposable twenty-something 

with a gift she didn’t deserve. She served as little more than confirmation for the AIs. Soon, he 

thought, he’d have to cut her off. How she’d return to the Office without blabbing about his 

operation would be a problem. 

Then she’d told him about Steve Fullerton, the veteran in Doctor Austin’s class. 

Of course. 

An older New England gentleman—an asshole, really—walked in the door and let it slam 

shut as he spoke loudly into his bluetooth earbud.  

“I’m telling you, that multiple is too low!” He yelled into his pricey earbud, but the effect 

was that of a madman screaming at the unseen. “This is a Pharma play! If we can’t get at least 

twenty ex, why should I fund them?” 

The man, dressed in the stereotypical light shorts, boat shoes and an Oxford shirt, nodded 

dismissively at the pained teenager behind the counter, demanding recognition. 
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“The usual, dammit!” he hissed, then turned slightly into his ear. “No, I’m at a coffee 

shop. It’s like they forget I’m here all the time.” 

Owen fought the urge to turn toward the older man.  His hair was white and generous, 

unlike his demeanor, and he carried the dismissive patrician New England air, an untouchable 

combination of superiority, banality and condescension.  Owen was sure he donated handsomely 

to organizations which served people he’d never allow in his home. At least not his family home

—Owen was sure he’d employ enough of them as servants on the Cape, or the Berkshires, or 

downtown, talking about lofty ideals while shunning those he claimed to defend.  

We serve to protect assholes like this, he thought, and looked away.  

The old man grabbed his coffee without acknowledging the teenager and walked past 

Owen, oblivious to anyone in the cafe, his eyes focused just above the patron’s heads. 

“Listen, if they have a contract that’s another matter.” The man ran his fingers through his 

extravagant hair and paused to listen to the sycophant on the line. “Well, a government contract 

would be great. Best thing about that is they don’t even have to deliver.  They can just burn 

money and say they have a client. Yeah, it gives them runway. Yep. No, we should still lowball 

them on the pre-money valuation so we can—yeah, you got it. We don’t need to worry about 

results, only return.” 

Owen tapped on his phone and scanned the mobile handsets within sight. The screen 

popped up three candidates, two using bluetooth connections. He chose one at random, sent a 

ping—and saw out of the corner of his eye a young man checking out the buzzing sound from his 

phone. 

Not that one, Owen smiled. He tapped on the icon for the other phone and selected 
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CONNECT. After a few seconds, he was a silent, unseen and unwelcome guest on the patrician 

asshole’s handset.  

“Jeffrey, Jefffrey, Jeffrey,” the man chided in a frustrated voice, “it’s not my problem if 

they have problems with FDA approval—I’m the capital provider! I’m the investor! I just need a 

return on my investment. If they make a compound the government says doesn’t work, I don’t 

care!  They have a contract. . . let them fix it!  Let them figure out where to run tests and find 

how to fix it! We’ll just tack it on to the expectations and exit if we think they won’t succeed. 

No, it is up to them, not us, to figure out what works and what doesn’t. We. . .” 

Owen pulled up call details on his phone and tried not to smile. He always felt strangely 

powerful jumping on other’s calls without their knowledge.  Jeffrey, the object of the patrician 

asshole’s ire, appeared to be a fund manager somewhere in Boston. Without ever meeting him, 

Owen knew exactly who he was, what he looked like, and how he acted.  They were all the 

same: young, male, arrogant, dismissive, wearing a pale blue or white button-down, lording their 

delusional superiority over a city they considered filled with servants. An attitude likely fueled 

by having to routinely fellate asshole patrician investors like this one for money and influence. 

He scanned the list of startups little Jeffrey’s firm had invested in, and his stomach fell. 

Owen noticed he wasn’t blinking.  

Oh my god.  

He saved the man’s profile, his contact list, and tagged the number to download his call 

history later. Owen stood up and left without so much as a look. 

Of course. Pharma startups and asshole investors.  Who would’ve known?  
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Chapter Six 

Harriet entered the dusty lobby and flew through the turnstile with her keycard.  She weaved past 

the restroom hallway and tapped the card to the Building Staff door.  She made sure it closed 

behind her, and turned to the second door on a side wall of the small room, hidden from view.  

She placed her hand on the rubber gray pad until it glowed, and leaned into the fake bluetooth 

security camera hiding the iris scanner.  After a brief flash, their disembodied host—how come 

they’re always British?—announced Welcome, Identification Complete.  The scanner glowed for 

an instant, and the door clicked open.  The antiseptic smell of their computer lab smelled like 

home. 

She liked showing up early, especially today.  The team from Washington would be 

making their first visit to their brand new operation, and she desperately wanted to show them 

she had her shit down cold.   She and Paula were the first members of a growing Office presence 

in Boston, and Harriet felt they had months of work to do in the next few weeks.  She smiled 

thinking at least this won’t be a boring job, thankful that with all the hard work came a lot of 
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expert support.  Marcy and Justin would be assisting them with setting up security and program 

access, and Simon would show them how to properly evaluate emerging technology, the main 

focus of their new jobs. 

Harriet stopped at the door to the computer lab, and her heart stopped. Someone else, a 

stranger, sat in the room. 

“Good morning!”  Paula sang, turning around in her chair.  Harriet almost coughed when 

she recognized her. Paula had uncharacteristically beat her to work.   

“Holy shit Paula, you going somewhere tonight?” 

Paula stood up languidly and smiled.  “Just decided to dress up a bit.” Her makeup and 

hair were exquisite.  Harriet hadn’t seen her dressed up since the graduation ceremony for all the 

newly minted PhD’s in late spring. She hadn’t seen her wearing those gorgeous black pumps in 

forever, the ones that made her look several feet taller.   

“Girl, what is up?” Her perfume was delicate and sublime, like a man about to have his 

heart broken. Without glasses, with her black hair, dark eyes, perfect skin and wide smile, Paula 

was stunning.   

“Nothing.  I just wanted to…dress the part today.  Spent some time rummaging through 

my closet.” She shrugged her shoulders in a manner completely alien to the digital mess of their 

office. 

“You dressing up to visit those tech firms with Simon?” 

“Yeah. Just in case.”  She winked and turned around to her laptop. Her pencil skirt 

brought out her curves and made Paula look classy and professional, unlike the severe blazers 

and slacks she normally wore. Just for once, Harriet thought, I’d love to be tall and elegant, not 
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tiny and compact.   

Thirty minutes later they received the notice the team was on their way.   

“You’re going to have to tell me where you got that top, Paula. I think we wear the same 

size.“ Her blouse was translucent, delicate and perfect.   “That is gorgeous.” 

Paula flicked her hair and flashed a wicked smile.  “Thanks. Just a little something I 

hadn’t worn in a while.” 

The alarm beeped and Harriet unlocked the vault door.  Marcy, Simon, and Justin walked 

in, the first time they’d seen them since returning from in-processing in DC. It felt surreal to be 

together again, this time at the office they would call home. 

“Doctor Morris, how nice to see you. . .”  Marcy tried her best to act professional, then 

hugged Harriet with abandon, letting out a tiny squeal.  She leaned back and looked at her like a 

twelve-year old.  “I’m so excited to be working together.  This is going to be so cool!” 

“Hey, Doctor.”  Simon looked at Harriet with a fatherly smile.  He surprised her by 

picking her up off the floor in a big hug and twirling her like a sister. She tried to protest for an 

instant, and shoved him playfully when he gently let her down. She focused for a moment to 

remember his scent—comfort, sex and adventure. You can do that anytime, mister. I won’t tell 

your girlfriend. 

Marcy looked at Paula with delight.  “Doctor Mendez, you are looking fabulous!” 

“Thank you, Marcy” Paula whispered.  She glided sumptuously towards them, rocking 

the tiny computer lab like a runway, and embraced Marcy in a warm hug.  Harriet noticed she 

completely ignored their third guest, who stood, ignored, by the metal door like a super hot 

bodyguard.  
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“I am so looking forward to working together.  This is going to be wonderful.”  She 

smiled at Simon. “And hello, Mister.  How are you?” 

“Doctor. May I give you a hug?” 

“Don’t get any ideas,” she winked.  “I know your girlfriend.” She floated delicately into 

Simon’s arms with a huge, flirty smile, her black hair flowing like a wave, and melted in his 

arms.  

Lesser men, Harriet thought, would have turned to mush by now.  

He flashed that devastating smile—that one dimple, dammit—and nodded towards Justin.  

“I believe you’ve already met.” 

The change was instant.  Paula stood tall with the cruel elegance she reserved for her 

most brutal occasions. She sneered at Justin as if he was an annoying pet, or something she was 

about to eat.  She held out her hand, deadly and in control, her dark eyes blasting through him 

without a hint of a smile.   

“Good morning, Mister Asher.” 

The entire office could’ve gone up in flames and neither of them would have noticed.  

Justin locked eyes with her, relentless and focused.   

“Good to see you again, Doctor Mendez.” 

# 

“They’ll let anyone in Tatte these days,” Gonzo sneered at Simon, and gave him a bro handshake 

through a rough hug. 

“You’re just jealous ‘cause they still think you’re an asshole,” Simon replied with a wink 
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and a smile. Kelly noticed his eyes sparkled in the late morning sunlight reflected off the 

buildings across the street. Today was the first time she’d recalled the inside of the cafe being 

warmer than outside, a sure sign that autumn had arrived.  

Gonzo stepped back and flashed Kelly a huge grin. “Doctor Austin, you are looking 

amazing this morning!” He opened his arms in an enormous hug.   

“Gonzo, you are so sweet,” she said through the embrace. Kelly felt she was hugging a 

bear—an enormous, muscular, wonderful-smelling teddybear—flashing a devastating smile. 

“How are you?” 

“Our slavedriver boss and your boyfriend give me the occasional day off,” he joked. “But 

I wouldn’t give it up for the world.” 

The cafe was packed, so they grabbed a table before ordering.  Simon took their orders 

and walked up to the counter. “Don’t try anything stupid, Gonzo,” he growled, and walked off. 

Gonzo replied with a shut up and go get my coffee wave and smiled.  

They exchanged a few pleasantries, then Kelly reached out and held Gonzo’s hand.  

“Gonzo,” Kelly whispered. “Simon told me about Nathan.  I am so sorry.”   

He put his hand over hers and frowned. “Thank you. I’m usually okay about it.  Your boy 

caught me at a bad time.” 

“He shared a little with me. I hope you don’t mind.” 

Gonzo chuckled.  “Of course I don’t.”  He looked at the counter where Simon had yet to 

place an order.  “I owe that asshole more than you know.” He shrugged his shoulders, 

momentarily ashamed. “Sorry for my language.” 

She could barely contain a giggle.   “You don’t have to apologize.  I’ve heard worse from 
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him.” She wanted to hug and comfort this enormous, dangerous-looking man, a tender and 

delightful soul.  

“Can I tell you something, Doctor Austin?” 

“Gonzo, please. I’m Kelly.” 

“We all love you, Kelly.” His smile lit up the cafe. 

She sat up in shock. “What?” 

“I’ve known Seb for a long time,” he said. “Couple of years after his accident. Nicer than 

most people think. Then he became someone else,” he set his jaw tight, then winked.  “Not 

anymore. He’s back.” 

Kelly tilted her head. “What do you mean?” 

“Five, six years ago—“ he looked away for an instant, then returned, “everyone avoided 

him. Respected him, but avoided him, you know? Now. . .” He shook his head. “Now we all 

think we’re lucky to work with him. And it’s all because of you.” 

“Gonzo, please,” she whispered. She looked away and felt her ears burn. 

“I’m serious.  Every person in the Office has a story about him.  A good one. But before 

you, thanking him for anything was impossible.  He was like an erizo,” he gestured with his 

hands and bared his teeth. “A sea urchin. Prickly.”   

Kelly laughed and squeezed his hand.  

“People can finally say ‘thank you.’  It means the world to them.  He’s. . . normal.  Back 

to being human. I don’t know what you did, but thank you.” 

She bit her lip to hide a smile.  “I don’t know what to say, I just. . .”  

She glanced over at Simon, standing at the counter waiting for the order to be filled.  He 
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made her laugh, turned her on with the most innocent gesture, and consoled her when she was 

emotional. He was her anchor in a wild world, able to fix anything with a touch, an embrace or a 

smile. He was sexy and funny and gorgeous and comforting, and she wanted to share every 

second of her life with him.  

Simon turned to her—a mere glance, a smile to let her know the coffee should be out 

soon—and she felt a sweet, electric thrill; the delicious pang of lustful joy every time she gazed 

in his eyes.  

You are mine. Come to me. 

She turned to Gonzo and smiled.  “I kind of like him.” 

They were quiet for a moment.  Simon brought their drinks and pastries back to the table, 

and stared at them, confused. 

“What?” he said. “Were you talking about me?” 

# 

“Is that it, Major?” Amber leaned into the tablet in a futile effort to gain Owen Lockwood’s 

attention. “Sir?” 

Lockwood sat up and brought his hands back into view. Amber had seen this before 

during video calls with Doctor Austin. Lockwood had not been paying attention to anything she 

said. He’d been working on something else on his laptop while she rattled off irrelevant details of 

Kelly Austin’s life. What the hell could she say? 

She’s brilliant. 

Students love her. 
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Her boss respects her. 

Her boyfriend spoils the shit out of her.  

I’d do anything to be like her.  

“I’m sorry, Drake. Can you repeat that?” 

“Sir, I was just asking if you needed anything else.” 

He paused for a moment and smiled. “It would be great if you could focus on Fullerton 

and Hemmings for any change in behavior.” 

She shook her head and felt her stomach fall. “Say again?” 

“Nothing serious,” Lockwood answered. “Just looking for any behavior changes in class, 

in transit. Are they talking to any new people? Any new. . . clothing, or insignia, anything that 

can indicate if they are following a new organization or something like that.” 

“But you don’t need me to. . . follow them? Like we’re doing with Doctor Austin?” 

“No, no,” he smiled. “Not like that at all. Just interested in what’s going on in the mind of 

our two veterans.” 

They said their terse goodbyes and Amber finished the process to shut down their 

connection.  She slammed down the tablet a little too harshly and felt bad. Maybe I’m hungry, 

she thought.  Again. 

She pulled the half-eaten roast chicken from the refrigerator and warmed it in the 

microwave, then filled the hotpot with water and pulled a couple of packets of ramen from the 

cupboard.   

Steve Fullerton was an asshole. She’d listened and given him the slightest push—don’t 

ignore me—consistent with the plan to keep any distractions away from Doctor Austin. She 
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chewed so angrily on the chicken that she almost bit through her lip.   

Maybe I can push him. . . change him, she thought. 

She stepped to the window and stared into the low afternoon sun. Night would fall soon. 

In the past weeks she’d noticed something interesting—nightfall meant something different. She 

was invisible, invincible, and over the past nights her confidence had grown. She paused in mid-

chew, and her eyes opened wide, and remembered.  

Two nights ago she’d pulled out her cosplay makeup, and transformed herself into a 

vamp. She pulled out all the stops: leather miniskirt, that plunging blouse from her pirate phase, 

the pumps from VampCon, and used every trick in her arsenal to look older, slutty and easy. 

Bastards. She took the subway and commuter rail to the North Shore, and found a creaky back 

alley that smelled like someone had dropped and forgotten a load of fish. The smell was so 

potent it angered her, an improvement over the fear and guilt she’d usually experience.  In less 

than an hour, a fat guy stumbled into the alley, looking to hook up. She was disgusted at him, yet 

impressed with her skill —she’d pulled out all the stops to look the part. She’d pushed the guy 

slightly—bring a friend—and after a terrifying six minutes the asshole had shown up with a 

dirty, greasy mechanic in tow.  Hate and terror boiled in her—if this didn’t work, she would’ve 

brought on a gang rape on herself. Her go-to push—Fear me—had always worked, but with two 

targets the hunger would’ve crippled her before she found a taxi back home. This new push 

needed to be inevitable.  

She smiled sweetly, and asked if she could hold both their hands before getting it on. 

They looked at her with hungry eyes, and she tried not to gag as she held their disgusting, greasy 

hands.  
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Fight him. 

They’d almost crushed her as they lunged at each other, punching and clawing in 

desperation. She heard thuds and screams as she scrambled out of the alley to the street, 

desperate to hail a cab. She slid into the sticky vinyl seat, told the cabbie to head to Medford, and 

felt the comforting hunger behind her anger.  They are sick. The two men, easily in their forties, 

couldn’t be the most upstanding citizens they were looking to fuck a twenty-something in a 

miniskirt and stilettos in a dirty alley. She disinfected her hands, then wolfed down an energy bar 

and beef jerky from her coat. The hunger subsided as they got on I-93, and she felt a thrill as she 

realized something had changed. 

I can push more than one. 

I’m invincible. 
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Chapter Seven 

Alton Hallworth walked out of the Harvard Club on Commonwealth Avenue and turned up the 

collar on his coat. He’d finished a delightful meal which unfortunately involved Jeffrey the idiot, 

and was ready to go home and wash the stupidity off. He shook his head and felt like spitting, 

but that would’ve been beneath him. The last thing I need, he thought, is another fund manager 

with a conscience.  

He pulled out his phone, annoyed it took this long to find a ride share. For an instant he 

wondered if his assistant had screwed up configuring his latest handset. They seemed to change 

technology too quickly these days. Staying up with the trend in the latest mobile telephony 

wasn’t expensive—it’s just money, but it’s my money—but it meant more time having to ask his 

assistant for tech help. 

One of those ambitious Indians, he thought and curled his lip thinking of her hands. The 

brown people are great at tech. But dull as hell.  

The next one will be Vassar educated, ample and stupid.  
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And white. 

He tapped the phone too hard and almost slammed it into the ground when a black sedan 

pulled up and rolled down the window. 

“Are you mister Hallworth? You ordered a ride?” 

“Yes, I did,” he spat. “Who are you?” 

“Sorry, sir. System went down right when I accepted. Is your—“ 

“I don’t know who you are, who you—“ 

“Alton Hallworth? Email ahall1957 at hotmail dot com? Billing zip code 02421?” 

Alton paused. “Uh, yes. Are you on—“ 

The driver pulled out his phone and showed him the app and his request. “Whatever you 

want to do, sir. Sometimes the system hiccups at peak.” 

Never trust the South Americans, Alton thought. But he is deferential. As he should be.  

“Fine,” Alton huffed, and slid into the back seat. 

The sedan was wide, spacious, and thankfully did not smell like the driver. 

“Do you want any—“ 

“No talking,” Alton snapped, and tried to lose himself in his phone. After a few moments 

he realized the outage was likely city-wide, and decided to look outside, his mind far away. 

Jeffrey brings me another pharma play, he thought. At least we’re done with all that 

public stuff. I’m done with those defense projects. 

They stopped at a red light on Commonwealth, apparently to take the U-turn onto the 

Mass Pike, when the door across him opened and a young man slid in. 

“I’m sorry, this is—“ 
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The man punched him in the arm, hard, with the base of his fist. 

“You piece of shit! You get out of this car right. . . now. . .”  

He noticed with a chill that his left arm was numb. The young man—mid thirties, with 

those annoying thick glasses and faggot beads on his wrist—looked at him with curiosity. 

“How’s the arm, Alton?” He regarded the plastic cylinder in his hand and smiled. “I think 

one of your startups developed this. Neuroparalysis drug, packaged like one of those 

anaphylactic syringes. Super useful for prisoner duty in Iraq. Chapeau.” 

Alton felt his chest tighten, and to his horror, noticed his arms didn’t move. 

“Here, let me help you.  You patrician fucks never do use seatbelts, do you?” 

The man leaned across and secured his seatbelt with cruel benevolence. 

“We’re going to take a little drive, Alton. If you cooperate, you’ll be found at a strip club 

off the pike, just past Worcester. If you don’t,” he smiled viciously, “I have no fucking clue how 

you’re going to swim out of the Charles.” 

“You. . . I can pay you. Name the price. You are a cheap sonofabitch and I won’t—“ 

He’d never known what it meant to be slapped. For the rest of his days, he’d remember it 

as denigrating. 

“You are pathetic.” The man sat back, and started, faking another slap. He smiled at 

Alton’s inability to move. “Mister arrogant, racist big shot gets upside down, and his only way 

out is his wallet.” The man clicked his tongue and reached for Alton’s phone. 

“Do not dare to—“ 

“The next slap, Alton, will lose some teeth. I’d say you shut up until I talk. Clear?” 

Alton did not know if his difficulty in swallowing had to do with fear or whatever the 
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man had done to him. 

“So, Alton,” he said as the car swept past Boston University, overseeing the Charles,”Tell 

me about your investments in pharma. The startups doing business with the Pentagon. A little 

company called Perihail.” 

Alton Hallworth found it very difficult to swallow, but this time it had nothing to do with 

whatever the man had injected. 

# 

“Good morning, Paula!”  

“Hey, girl.”  She spooled up her computer and put away her purse.  “Recovered from 

yesterday?”  

“Long day,” Harriet smiled as she set down her bags. “But fun.” 

The transition to autumn was in full swing, but a spell of Indian Summer allowed them a 

few more days without coats. That meant Paula was back to her pseudo-uniform of work slacks, 

sensible flats, and office blazers.  No pencil skirts, killer pumps or gauzy tops to torture a certain 

visitor.   

The contingent from DC had visited the Boston office several times to help with ongoing 

operations.   Marcy provided support with the unending security dance, ensuring that the possible 

uses for the startup technology remained safely obscured.  Simon helped them with feasibility 

analysis—essentially helping them determine whether the startups were peddling nonsense 

vaporware instead of promising ideas.  Justin helped out Marcy, providing support and insight on 

how the technologies could be used. His input was crucial, providing the tools to bridge the 

chasm between startup dreams and the simmering international conflict that few knew existed. 
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Harriet loved every minute of the visits.  As a recently-minted PhD, it was thrilling to see how 

the ideas she’d been devoted to exploring as a student could be used to safeguard a way of life 

she did not know was under attack.   

She could now accurately predict the trip schedule based on Paula’s wardrobe.  Whenever 

Marcy and Simon—and Justin—flew up from DC, Paula would show up looking. . . fabulous.  

She knew Paula had excellent taste, but seeing her dolled up in heels and tailored dresses was a 

masterclass in glamour.  She had to admit, it was an effective weapon.   

Every time Justin stepped into their tiny office, it seemed the temperature dropped several 

degrees.  Neither of them smiled.  Paula—dressed to the nines, looking confident and gorgeous

—stood poised, indifferent and cruel around him.  Her dark eyes would blast through him 

without a hint of a smile.  Justin tried his best to pretend he didn’t notice.  The escalation had no 

limits, and Harriet wondered how long it would take both of them to grow up.  Today there was 

no fashion show to break a certain man’s will.  Which meant a lot of time to catch up. 

“So, what did you think of that start-up yesterday?” 

Paula sipped her coffee, took off her glasses and tied her hair in a ponytail.   

“I thought it was interesting stuff.  Advanced image recognition using distributed 

computing.” Paula tilted her head and scrunched up her nose.  “But my phone already does that.” 

“Did you talk to the engineering team?” 

“I chatted with their chief technology officer.  I’m not sure she’s past puberty.  Why?” 

Harriet furrowed her brow.  “I spoke to their chief engineer.  One of their young 

developers tried to kill himself over the summer.” 

“Oh my god!” Paula opened her mouth in shock, almost spilling her coffee.  What 
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happened?” 

“He…walked into traffic somewhere downtown.  It was strange.” 

“That is insane. . . I remember someone tried to jump off the Harvard Bridge our first 

year at Tufts.  I felt sick for days.” 

“I remember that,” Harriet said, taking a deep breath. “I can’t imagine what would push 

someone to do that.” 

“My grandmother used to say ‘if you feel jealous of others, pray to know their troubles.’ 

You just never know what crosses people bear.” Paula shook her head. “That must be so hard for 

such a small team.” 

“It makes no sense, Paula.”  She sat down next to her and brought up an unclassified 

internet browser on their desktop machines.  They had to leave their phones in a metal box for 

security reasons, so every interaction with the outside world had to be accomplished through 

computers isolated from their networks.  “Here’s that news entry from the local edition of the 

Globe.”  

Harriet scrolled past a pay wall with a few clicks, and brought up an archived page from 

the summer. 

Christopher Everett, a resident of Cambridge, was taken to Mass General Hospital at 

seven pm Eastern Daylight Time with severe injuries sustained in a collision with a cargo truck 

in front of the the Hatch Ampitheater, near the intersection of Storrow Drive and Mt. Vernon 

Street.  Mister Everett, 26, reportedly walked abruptly onto Storrow Drive and was struck by a 

restaurant delivery truck.  Eyewitnesses report Mr. Everett looking back at an assembled crowd 

before deliberately walking into traffic.  A spokesperson for Mass General hospital reported that 
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Mr. Everett remained in critical condition, but remained stable in an induced coma.  Boston PD 

are investigating the matter as a possible suicide attempt.   

“I don’t know, maybe he had some demons.  You never…” 

“I think I know his fiancee.” 

Paula looked confused. 

“Chris graduated from Northeastern last year, electrical engineering or something.  His 

fiancee — I think her name is Kate — was sister to one of the grad students in the computational 

modeling class.” 

“Holy shit, Harriet, how do you—“ 

“LinkedIn is a wonderful thing.” 

“Touché,” Paula shrugged her shoulders.  “What did she say?” 

Harriet shook her head.  “It makes no sense.  They were engaged, madly in love, and as 

you saw, this startup is making some serious progress on their Series B round.  This kid had 

everything going for him.  And he decides to jump in front of a car?” 

“Truck, apparently.” Paula sighed theatrically.  “Girl, we are busy enough here without 

having to pursue some mystery from a second-level connection.” 

“What if he tried to kill himself because he was trying to hide something?”  She looked at 

the wall in thought.  “A bunch of these startups have crazy actors trying to steal their 

technology.” 

“You have a point.  What would you do?” 

“I don’t know…maybe I’ll ask Marcy.”  She paused, and flashed a nasty smile.  “Or 

Justin.” 
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Paula curled her lips in disdain.  “Little mister perfect?” 

“I don’t know.  You tell me.” 

“Ask Marcy,” she smirked and looked away.  “She’s way more competent.” 

# 

The bell rang to end the period, and the usual horde of students cascaded down the auditorium 

steps to pester Doctor Austin. Amber had to admit, Kelly—Doctor Austin—was good.  She felt 

almost guilty getting paid for sitting on these classes, seeing someone so talented explain 

complexity so clearly.  She’d become more protective of Austin after getting to know her, and 

positively paranoid after the last few calls with Lockwood. It was difficult to tear her gaze from 

the lecture room platform to the room, where all her adversaries sat.  

She desperately wanted to push Fullerton—the asshole Army alpha who sat in the front— 

but something told her that was a bad idea. After all, he hadn’t dared to look Amber in the eye 

since she’d listened to his sick plan to. . . improve his grade in the class by sleeping with Kelly. 

She’d managed to touch almost everyone in the class at least once, trying to find the next 

predator. She never found one. The majority of the guys—and a few of the gals—had what she 

could sense was an innocent attraction to Austin. A few of the guys had emotions strong enough 

to qualify as fantasies, sexual or otherwise. None were horrific like Fullerton’s. Amber knew 

more about how they felt about their professor than they’d ever know.  Now she had to see how 

good her push had become, how well she could move someone to action, even as she conserved 

her strength. 

Her last target for this class would be Mark Hemmings, Fullerton’s sidekick, one half of 
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the frat-boy Oreo duo in the analytics class.  She had no doubt she’d get away with it. 

Hemmings turned left out of the lecture room, to a wide alcove where students studied 

and gossiped seated on low, worn out chairs and dented wooden tables. She hid, anonymous, in 

the mass of students shuffling between classes, and when he stopped to bullshit with the a group 

of former Army bros, she timed her passing so she could touch the back of his arm.  

Everything happened in an instant. 

Unease. Hemmings was not comfortable around his classmate Steve. Hemmings wasn’t 

the sidekick. Mark Hemmings, she knew in an instant, had kept Steve Fullerton, former sergeant 

in a light infantry platoon in the US Army, now a senior at Tufts University, from doing horrible 

things to many at school. 

In half of an instant she changed her mind. Instead of pushing him to embarrassment—

cry—she thought laugh. 

Hemmings looked around him, chuckled, then fell silent. Confused. 

Amber walked quickly past, her heart in her throat, hungry from even the small push, and 

desperate for food.  

She closed her eyes tight and lost herself in the throngs of students waiting until the last 

minute to get to the next class. The horde smelled of body spray, cheap weed and desperation.  

No one called her name, no one followed.  She was tiny and thin and plain. Invisible. 

Invincible. 

She passed a vending machine and briefly considered emptying it of candy and crackers, 

and decided instead to walk off campus and hide at an out of the way deli while she devoured her 

second lunch. The autumn sun was still warm, and she didn’t have to duck into Austin’s office 
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for a coat.  

She walked into the cool autumn day, and something nagged at her. 

Hemmings, half of the Oreos, was actually. . . nice. She could not sense even a wisp of 

darkness in his thoughts, no matter how brief her touch. He was kind, funny—cute, even—and 

completely unlike his Army buddy Steve Fullerton, the only student she’d worried about in 

Doctor Austins class.  

If even his buddies think Steve Fullerton is a dangerous asshole. . .  why is Lockwood so 

fascinated with him? 

She pulled out her phone, scrolled through the local news, and spit out her lunch. 

Two mean were found dead near the Wonderland MBTA stop in Revere last night. The 

coroner’s report indicated one victim received a fatal blow to the head, while the other was 

fatally stabbed. A spokesman for the Revere PD reported the matter was under investigation, but 

sources indicate the matter was probably a fight over a prostitute. Locals report the area is 

allegedly a popular spot for pickups, but recent single family apartment construction has pushed 

out such activity. Victim’s families indicate the men did not know each other.The deceased were 

identified as— 

She slammed down her phone, pushed the pizza away, and looked away to not vomit her 

lunch. 

You fucking bitch. What have you done?  
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Chapter Eight 

William Fischer closed the door to his office in one of the nicer floors of the Cambridge 

Innovation Center. and smiled. He stepped to the wide windows facing south toward Boston and 

took in the view. The city lights beckoned, and he wondered if his mistress from Southie would 

be up for an early quickie before he drove back to Lexington to see his wife.  

He looked at the empty co-working spaces next to his closed door office—the only one 

on this floor—with disdain and pride. Many of his Boston College classmates would be surprised 

to find him here, toiling in a startup. None of them knew he’d beat them all. Many of them had 

made partner at one of the myriad consulting firms in the city, commanding exorbitant salaries 

by providing repetitive and useless advisory to the endless chain of idiots promoted to CEO in 

the parasite industries that preyed on the elite. Others played the corporate or law firm game. He 

could figure out where you worked by where you went to school: Harvard brought the CEOs, 

Sloan had the CTOs and frustrated innovators, and Babson had the people who actually did the 

work. No one knew what the Tufts guys did, and the Emerson crowd was a joke. For the better 
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part of a century, BC had the best alumni mafia in Boston, and they used old fashioned New 

England exclusivity as a weapon.  

He hated that arrangement, and escaped into the startup world. He was quickly amazed at 

everyone’s level of ignorance. The only requirement to succeed at the CIC, he quickly found out, 

was to have an MIT professor as “founder.” The banality of whatever they pushed didn’t matter

—sensor, robot, social media app, miracle drug, or AI or whatever, none of it mattered to idealist 

investors. He’d been one himself, an attorney bored with financial crimes, astounded at how his 

fund managers could suspend disbelief and throw money at bullshit startups whose only asset 

was the somewhat addled brain of a washed-up PhD from the ‘Tute.  

If you can’t beat em at their game, join them, he realized years ago.  Then change the 

game.  

He’d done ridiculously well, milking the Department of Defense for years on idiotic little 

promises that never materialized, but always came with a hefty check. He snorted in disgust 

remembering how many gullible students had lost years of their lives toiling on crappy startups. 

Their failures never made the papers, of course—Sloan and the Tute were desperate for their own 

multibillionaire founder, and readily forgave cratering startups in the holy search for unicorns. 

William Fischer knew better.  After fifteen years in the game, he’d amassed almost twenty-five 

million dollars—net—by overpromising the government, bullshitting investors, and 

underdelivering everywhere else.  

God Bless America, he smiled, and felt someone push him inside his office, and close the 

door.  

“Mister Fischer, I presume?” The man who spoke stood behind the goon who pushed 
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him. William pegged the goon as Ecuadorian by his smell.  

“Who the fuck are you?” William yelled as he rose, and pulled out his phone to dial 911. 

“Anyone out there?” he screamed. “Call security!” 

The goon grabbed him by the coat and slammed him against the far wall, the concrete 

one, not the fragile separator between his office and the common-area pit where the sweaty 

undergrads worked. The impact knocked the air out of him and he dropped to the ground, 

stunned. 

The boss guy knelt close to him and grabbed him by the collar to get his attention. “How 

are you, William? And don’t worry.  We’re alone. Some concert at the Garden. I’m sure your 

slave labor told you.” 

“Whaddaya want?” William had seen these guys before, during a short stint in the DA’s 

office. Small time enforcers. They’d rough him up, take some cash and leave. He wouldn’t see 

his mistress tonight after all.  

The boss guy picked up Willam’s phone. “This won’t work, either. But it will be useful.” 

He pocketed the phone and pushed William back into the wall. 

“Hey, gimme that—“ 

Click. 

He’d been around downtown enough to recognize the sound of a handgun cocking, so he 

froze. 

“So, William,” the man said, adjusting his hipster glasses. He had a blonde buzzcut which 

clashed with the beaded bracelet on his wrist. He looked fit and hungry. “Tell me about your 

contracts with the Army.” 
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“My what?” 

“Starting about fifteen years ago. Height of Iraq operations. Big Army contract for 

something.” 

“I know nothing about—“ 

The man nodded to the Ecuadorian with a gun. The goon safed the pistol, stuffed it in his 

jacket, and pulled out gardening snips. 

“I’m sure my friend will help you remember.” 

The Ecuadorian knelt next to him, grabbed his hand, and roughly placed William’s pinky 

in the shears. It happened quickly, and William felt like vomiting. 

“I’m going to ask again. Ten fingers, ten questions. Deal?” 

William looked at him, stunned. He tried to pull away but the Equadorian’s grip was 

strong. He felt the blade close, almost pierce skin, and let out a shrill cry. 

“Stop! You’re fucking crazy! Whaddaya want??” 

“I need to know, William,” the blonde guy said. “William Fischer, sole proprietor of 

Future Concepts, LLC. Chief Technology Officer and General Counsel for three startups catering 

to the Army between 2004 and 2008. I can go on, but you get the point. What were you doing?” 

William felt the blade close slightly and the dam burst. 

He told them everything. The contracts, the promises, the failures. The promising ideas 

they spun off to raise capital, most of which did not work. The guys from Texas who promised 

them labs to test things, who even promised subjects for human testing.  

He felt a massive weight off his chest when the Ecuadorian opened the snips and put 

them away. 
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“We were just doing what the Pentagon asked for,” he said, rubbing his hand, admiring 

his pinky finger, horrified at the red welt indicating where it might’ve been snipped off. He felt a 

strange mix of gratitude and hate for the smelly Ecuadorian. 

The boss guy stood up slowly, and pressed a boot on William’s shin. The pain was 

excruciating, and when he looked up, the Ecuadorian had pulled out a large, empty syringe. The 

boss guy was smiling. 

“Tell me about Texas, William. Tell me everything.” 

# 

# 

“How did you get a hold of this?”  Justin hovered over the film camera without touching it, 

hands clasped behind him as if he were examining a relic in a museum.   

He was in Boston with Simon and Marcy on one of their regular visits from DC, helping 

them evaluate next steps with a handful of candidate firms.  Paula, as usual, had dressed to kill, 

with a stunning gray skirt suit and charcoal pumps.  Harriet could not tell if she wore anything 

under her blazer, in her escalating attempt to torture their guest.  Today it seemed the torture 

tables had turned. 

“Long story,” Harriet said, and caught Paula checking out his ass. “Did you hear about 

that guy who walked into a truck on Storrow Drive last summer?”  

“Yes,” he said, still examining the cameras.  “You said he worked at one of the startups 

we visited a few weeks ago?” 

“Yep.” Harriet pulled out a chair from under the table and sat. “These are his cameras.  
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Turns out his fiancee’s sister was my student last year.” 

“And she just. . . Handed these to you?” 

“She mentioned neither Christopher—the guy— or Kate, the fiancee wanted the cameras 

anymore.  Reminded them too much of what happened, which he still can’t explain. Kate’s dad 

was a film buff— like my dad. I asked, and she said ‘take them.’” 

“You should be a private investigator, Harriet,” Justin smiled, still examining the dented 

cameras. Paula seemed on edge, trying but failing to not stare at him. Autumn was in full swing, 

and Justin had shown up dressed all warm and delicious, with a sweater that Harriet wanted to 

invade. He smelled like cinnamon and sex. She couldn’t tell exactly what Paula was thinking, but 

knew it reeked of desperation.  

He stood up and shook his head.  “Well, I hope he gets to shoot again.  He has great taste 

in film cameras.” 

“You said… you could develop the film?” Paula asked. 

He nodded.  “Absolutely.  It will be a bit weird to develop someone’s ‘almost last’ roll, 

but I have all the gear at home.” 

“So people still take pictures with…film?” Harriet smiled, curious. “Is that still a…thing? 

My dad used to shoot film and collected the cameras, but I didn’t know you could still have the 

film developed.” 

“Oh yeah,” Justin beamed. “Folks who only shoot digital are like…. The muggles of the 

photography world.”   

Harriet smiled seeing the change in his eyes.  She’d never forgive him for last year, but 

he was actually pretty cute when he wasn’t trying to act all badass frat-boy around them.   
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“Why do you still take pictures with… 70’s technology?”  Paula asked, genuinely 

curious.  She seemed captivated by Justin’s fascination with the vintage camera.  

His eyes lit up and locked onto Paula, who seemed delighted to be the focus of his 

attention.  “It is… completely different.  A digital photo can store an incredible amount of data.  

Millions of pixels, each with an amazing amount of information.  And yet…” his breath calmed, 

and Harriet could see Paula drinking in every word. “…only film can capture someone’s soul, or 

the feeling you have when you take the picture.  Maybe you don’t even know how you felt when 

you capture the image,  but once you develop the film, you find out what you were really feeling 

the entire time.” He looked at the camera again, and smiled wistfully.  “A digital camera captures 

the world.  Film is how you discover yourself.” 

He was silent for a moment, long enough for Paula to gently bring her hand to her chest.  

Harried didn’t know if she’d end up fainting or unbuttoning her jacket.  Both would’ve been 

awkward. 

“So,” Paula asked with a sweet smile.  “Do… you still shoot with a film camera?” 

“I do,” he smiled.  Harriet was pretty sure both of them had forgotten she was in the 

room.  “I’d love to show you sometime.  Maybe…I could take your portrait.”  He suddenly 

turned away, and Paula looked at the floor, blinking furiously.  “If that’s okay, I mean. Doctor.” 

“So, what should we do?”   Harriet interrupted.  “We don’t have a darkroom anywhere.” 

Justin seemed relieved.  “I only need my kit.  Pretty portable these days.  It’s like a tiny 

beer keg.  Plus developer and fixer, which we can get at any decent shop.  And my red headlamp. 

Instant darkroom.” 

“These vaults are pretty sealed up,” Paula said, recovering her composure.  “We could 
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make a makeshift darkroom in DC or here.”   

“That would work,” Justin replied.  “We’d have to turn the air conditioning off while we 

develop the film.  The thermostat lights in the vents are green.  Screws up the negative.”  His 

smile was apologetic. “Unfortunately, it means it’ll get hot pretty quickly in there while the film 

develops.  Like a sauna. Developing film is hot, sweaty work.” 

“Oh, that sounds terrible,” Paula purred, her hand still on her chest, and meant none of it.   

# 

Steve Fullerton walked out into the cold afternoon, looking for someone to hit. Anyone, really—

but preferably some smug junior or senior, five years younger than him and soft, someone who 

was excelling in the classes he was tanking. 

He breathed in through his nose and exhaled through gritted teeth, like the idiot at the VA 

mental health clinic had told him.  The bastard had been right: you’ll have a lot of stress in 

college, even more at a prestigious university.  Different than combat, but still real.  The 

privilege of attending an institution like Tufts came with its own challenges.  Namely, that he’d 

no longer be at the 98% percentile at anything.   

It shouldn’t be this damn hard, he thought, dismissing the memory.  I’ve been in combat. 

Shot at.  This should be nothing.   

He walked by an outdoor sitting area near one of the larger buildings and found an empty 

spot.  He half expected the young, smug and weak sophomores to scoot away, merely on his 

scowl.  It was ever-present and had helped him a lot with idiots right out of the pipeline as a 

platoon sergeant. Now they just think I’m constantly angry.  Which I am. 

He pulled out his phone and mindlessly scrolled through his social media feeds.  He 
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opened a recent app—Dicere, latin for “to say”— and scrolled through an endless litany of 

extremist stupidity.  How many people fall for this shit, he imagined.  There was so much 

garbage on these sites that it was a challenge to find something interesting to read. 

His mind wandered and he put the phone down.  He recalled the first interaction with 

Doctor Austin’s assistant, the mousy, skinny girl with the hazel cat eyes.  He’d seen her in class 

many times since, and didn’t know if he hated her more because she ignored him—or because 

he’d been scared when he thought she’d read his mind. 

She’s a Skinny Girl With Big Tits, he chuckled, remembering both little miss Amber 

Drake and the appropriate mnemonic for one of the many targeting systems he’d learned while in 

the Army.  He’d forgotten what weapon held such an amusing mnemonic, and found it 

interesting that he still remembered the shortcut but not the reason for it.  Sensor, range Gate, 

WGS-84 coordinates, Bearing. . .Target type?  Something like that, he thought and smirked. And 

that was one of the more pleasant methods to remember how to kill bad guys. 

He picked up the phone again and his eye caught a new post on Dicere. He clicked it 

open, thinking he’d scan the first few sentences then flit somewhere else in frustration. 

Forty minutes later, his phone’s chime snapped him out of the rabbit hole of articles he’d 

devoured. If he didn’t hurry, he’d be late to his next class. 
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Chapter Nine 

“You sure you want to see this?  It’s actually really boring.”   

“I’m a scientist, Justin.  All of these things fascinate me.” 

She smiled which made him warm. Paula seemed to be much nicer than when they first 

met.  He remembered the first time she’d visited them at the DC offices— he had the impression 

she was strict, aloof, and cold.   He’d been surprised the first time he’d seen her dressed up 

without glasses, almost not sure who she was.  Her smile was wide and delightfully lopsided, and 

her eyes were impossibly dark.  She’d worn mostly dresses or skirts since that first time, which 

made her look elegant and classy, a welcome change from the polos and khakis everyone else 

wore. He’d been tickled when he saw her again this morning, and marveled at how a PhD could 

look glamorous in typical business attire.  She wore a dark gray dress with a short, black suit coat 

which he thought would be hot in the autumn sun, but rather practical in the frigid interior of the 

Boston Office’s vaults.   

“Okay, I’m  going to set up the tank and the chemicals.  Here.”  He showed her the spool 
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where he’d load Christopher’s film, the small tank, no bigger than a pineapple, where he’s 

develop it, and the tiny squeegee he’d use to dry the film, dripping into the repurposed cooler on 

the floor.   

“Ready?” He gave her a thumbs up.  She flashed her regal, confident smile and her eyes 

ripped through him.  He thought she was very attractive when she smiled with only one corner of 

her perfect lips, looking at him as if he’d misbehaved.  She remained inaccessible as the moon. 

“Ready,” she whispered after a wonderfully awkward pause.  

He flicked on his red headlamp, then went to the thermostat panel and shut off the air 

handler for the room.  He climbed on a chair and slid a folder, cut to size, over the square vent, 

shutting out the tiny green light for the thermocouple.  He went to the light switch, counted down 

from three, and turned off the light.   

The red darkness felt familiar and comforting, and reminded him of so many wonderful 

evenings when he discovered images he’d completely forgotten in the negatives.  He loved all of 

photography, but film provided a magical distance in time that made him appreciate the vanished 

moments even more.   

He tried to explain all this to Paula as he broke into the film canister, his chest warming 

every time she smiled.  She was pretty even in red light, her black eyes more dangerous and 

inaccessible.   He showed her how to “walk in” the film on the spool, surprised at the warmth of 

her perfect hands.   

“It’s getting a bit hot in here, captain,” she said. 

“I’m sorry, doctor,” he said, concerned that he’d made her uncomfortable.  With no 

ventilation, the tiny room warmed very quickly, a result of the myriad computers whirring away 
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all around them. He finished up taking the film in the spool and placed it in the small tank. 

“No, seriously. It’s really warm.  Mind if I take off my jacket?” 

“Not at all.  Please make yourself comfortable.  Just a few more minutes and we can turn 

the air back on.” 

He fiddled with the developing solution, looked up and his jaw fell.  He had no idea her 

dress would be that tight under her coat, or that she had ever been that…curvy.  Her shoulders 

were bare, the dress barely held up by impossibly thin straps.  She flicked her hair over her 

shoulder and smiled.  “Well, that’s much better.”  He had to agree. 

The red headlamp would hide his eyes, but it would point to where he was looking.  He 

really did not want the light beam to focus on the tiny drop of sweat he noticed was about to 

disappear between her breasts.   

“Okay, now I have to agitate for….” He tried to remember the frequency for Portra 400, a 

film he’d shot dozens of times.  He was distracted instead by the fate of the drop of sweat now 

lost somewhere in her cleavage, so he made something up.  “Three minutes.” 

She unnecessarily, but thankfully flicked her mane to her other shoulder to time with her 

watch.  Her arms were unlike the toned limbs of the military women he worked with.  They were 

delicate, feminine and graceful.   Somehow perfect.  “One minute,” she said, her eyes burning 

him.   

After a deliciously long time she gave him a thumbs up.  He dumped the fixer back into 

the glass container, then flushed the tank several times with a bottle of distilled water.  After a bit 

he unscrewed the top, unwound the film, and squeegeed it off.  He was about to turn the light and 

the AC back on, knowing Paula was probably sweaty and miserable.  He was surprised to feel 
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her slink over to him, holding his arm to get closer to the film.  It seemed that she was enjoying 

the sauna at least as much as him.  

“So, what do we have?” she whispered. Her neck was bare, and more beads of sweat 

were finding their way somewhere he was very curious about.  Delicate wisps of her black hair 

stuck on the glistening alabaster skin behind her ear, forbidden and inviting in the crimson light.  

He was torn between curiosity to see the last pictures a man had taken before almost dying, and 

the stunning, unreachable woman next to him, close enough to feel her heat even in the steamy 

room. 

He cleared his throat and swallowed, feeling a wave of heat coming from deep inside, up 

his chest and down his back, and shivered.  “Pictures of… sunsets. The Esplanade.  Looks like 

the Cambridge skyline…” 

Paula leaned in to look at the bottom of the roll.  She smelled like flowers in the still heat.  

Her ears were perfect and he wondered what the sweat on her neck would taste like if he ever 

dared kiss her.   

Don’t. 

Just before the clear frames that indicated the photos never taken, something must’ve 

caught her eye. 

“Who is she?” 

# 

“Hey Steve, where we going tonight?”  

Mark Hemmings caught up to his friend as they made their way off campus and into what 
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passed for Medford’s downtown. Steve had been uncharacteristically quiet the past days, and 

Mark expected the worst. They’d spent enough time together in Iraq and in a dozen forgotten 

Afghan PRTs to know each other’s emotions by sight.  

“Not sure, man,” Steve murmured. 

“Whassup, dude? Women troubles?” 

Steve exhaled through his nose. “Who were the best people we worked with at Fort 

Drum?” 

“What? Dude it’s beer time. What the hell are you talking about?” 

“Seriously. What did they all have in common?” 

Mark nodded quietly, considering the question. “Let’s see. . . I hated most of the company 

grade officers. . .” 

“They were idiots. We may work with some of them after graduation, though.” 

“Some of the senior NCO’s drank the kool-aid and turned into douchebags. . .” 

“They’d do anything for their pension.” 

“And I hated the senior officers.” 

“They thought we were meat.” 

Mark chuckled. “That leaves the iron majors who were assholes but told it like it is.” 

“Right on,” Steve cracked a smile. “What made them special?” 

“Hoo, boy. . .” Mark whistled. “They saw things like it was. Down the middle. No ‘big 

Army’ bullshit, no Private First Class stupidity. They opened their mouths and ended up in the 

shitter because of it. ” 

“Exactly,” Steve smiled, and looked at him. “That’s what this guy says.” 
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“Who?” 

“That dude on the podcast. Jager Bogensomething. Tellin’ ya, I’ve been listening to 

everything he puts out.” 

“Steve, you know about social media and—“ 

“This guy is different,” he interrupted. “Serious. It’s like he takes the news and nails the 

analysis down the middle. No idiots on either side. Just. . .” He parted the air with a slash of his 

hand. “Down the middle. Gives me hope.” 

“Where’d he come from?” 

“I think he’s a vet,” Steve replied. “Pen name I imagine.” He turned to Mark and, for the 

first time in weeks, smiled. “If that dude has an event in the Northeast anytime soon, I’m going.” 

# 

The nursing home looked like any other house on the street.  Amber stood on the opposite 

sidewalk, trying to find any sign that gave an indication of the building’s true purpose.  She was 

sure she was in the right place. The strangers walking past annoyed her, bit actors in a mundane 

play, the sound of traffic their grating soundtrack.  Even though she could not understand their 

faces, she resented them for not caring about those inside.    

I have to do this. 

She walked across the street and felt strange, like going to work.  It was too easy to hide 

in plain sight, and it made her feel guilty.  Even Doctor Austin didn’t know. There was so much 

noise in the world that she felt she was going crazy. 

I have to prove it.   

She opened the door and was surprised to find no one checking for visitors.  A small table 
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held two guest books, one for each side of the building.  The book only listed only last names, 

nothing more about those whose lives would end here.  One person on the ledger for Suite A had 

written “Love you Grandpa!” in a middle school scrawl.   

She heard muffled sounds from the ground floor kitchen a few yards ahead.  The smell of 

old wood mixed with the antiseptic edge of disinfectant, a somber hint of the true nature of the 

building. 

This is where people come to die.   

She walked up the creaky stairs and almost stumbled onto one of the caregivers.  She was 

wide and tough, and Amber thought of the strength she’d need to see people die every day.   

“Good morning, may I help you?” 

Amber took a deep breath.  “I’m here to visit family.” 

“Did you check in downstairs?” 

“I…didn’t see anyone there.  Figured I’d just come up.” 

“Who are you visiting?” 

She knew reaching out too quickly to touch others was unnerving, and they often pulled 

back, making the push difficult.  Without thinking, she reached out slowly, not looking at the 

caregiver, and touched her hand. She felt a tingling from her neck to her chest, and the hunger 

from the push almost made her dizzy. 

Pity me.  

Amber dared to look up at the nurse, and felt relieved and sick when she saw her eyes. 

“Oh, sweetie, I’m so sorry.  Do you need…” 

“Is…he…”Amber only knew her target was an old man, and hoped the push was enough 
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to hide her lack of preparation with empathy. 

“He’s right here.  He’s in and out, but he’s still with us.”  The woman showed her to a 

door on the left, smiled sweetly, and walked off. 

She was not used to the smell.  Something chemical tried to hide the waste and decay, 

overpowering the flowers and potpourri that well-meaning family members brought for the same 

reason.  The man on the bed looked frail, almost translucent, his pale blue eyes barely visible 

through tired eyelids.  Machines with flashing lights hummed around him, quietly watching over 

the inevitable.  He barely moved his head when she walked in. 

“Hello,” she said, but he could barely speak.  She put her hand on his bare forearm, cold 

and thin, to listen.  She could sense a mix of contentment and…surprise?  After a few moments 

his thoughts became clear.  The man did not know who she was, but was happy for company.  

Any company. He knew quite well his days were few. 

Amber looked at the old stranger’s eyes, wondering how much they had seen over 

decades, long before she’d even been born.  Someone long ago had fallen in love with them, 

whether he’d ever known it or not.  She wondered how the man would have looked decades ago, 

strong and handsome, and whether she as a young woman his age would’ve smiled and blushed 

at the light in his eyes.  Instead, she wanted to cry.  He was old, thin, and so alone that even a 

stranger lingering for scant moments was a welcome joy.  She felt nauseous knowing full well 

that in another role, snuffing the man’s life would’ve been child's play.   

But not her, and not today. I have to prove it. 

She closed her eyes tight, pushing out tears of shame and sadness.  She put the emotions 

in a corner of her mind and focused instead on the man’s thin, papery skin. 
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You are loved.  Be happy.  

She opened her eyes and was surprised to see the man’s toothless smile,  trying to bring 

his other hand to cover hers.  His bleary eyes watered, and she noticed a red light flashing 

insistently on the far side of the bed.  He tried to speak, but couldn’t through the tears. 

His heart.  It’s spiking.   

She closed her eyes, nervous and hungry.  She breathed deeply and focused on the push. 

Be calm.  You are loved. 

She felt the tingle from the back of her neck to her hand, pushing with every ounce of her 

soul, and felt the tension subside in the frail little body.  She opened her eyes to see the man 

gazing at her with the sweetest smile she’d ever seen.  He struggled to keep his eyes open, and 

his thin chest rose and fell peacefully, almost imperceptibly.  She knew what he wanted to say. 

“You’re welcome,” she said, her voice breaking.  His eyes smiled in understanding.   

“Sleep well.”  She tucked his hand on his lap, and to her surprise, bent over and kissed 

his forehead.  He was cold and smelled old and wet, but she didn’t care.  The man closed his 

eyes, smiled and sighed.   

She walked out, closing the door quietly behind her, and went down the stairs and into 

the street without a word to the nurse.  She turned left, towards Huron Street, weaving past the 

bushes overgrowing tidy plots in their autumn glory.  She wiped the tears with the hands that had 

just touched an old man, a stranger, father or grandfather or brother or son or husband to 

someone who she would never know.  She wanted to sob, heartbroken at the old man’s 

loneliness, thankful that she could give him a priceless treasure.   

You are loved. 
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I’m not a monster after all.   
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Chapter Ten 

“They’ve been in there a long time,” Harriet said, looking at her watch. 

“Did they find something, or…” Marcy smirked. 

Harriet wrinkled her nose.  “You think? I think they’re either flirting or flustered, but 

they’re about as different as you could imagine.” 

Marcy raised an eyebrow.  “Oil and water, Harriet.  You never know.” 

Harriet’s voice was low and measured.  “He pointed a gun at you.  And me.  And Kelly.  

What the fuck is she thinking?” 

Marcy reached out and took her hand.  “I live with that every day, girl.  I don’t know 

what to say.  Miss Ayala ripped him a new one, and the Inspector General and the Judge 

Advocate both cleared him.” She looked at the door and shook her head.  “I know the real 

asshole here is Lockwood, but it is unnerving to work so closely with someone who was going to 

hurt you.” 

Harriet sneered.  “He was never going to hurt you, Marcy.  He had the biggest crush on 
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you— until now.” 

They heard a metallic grate and the door opened to the vault.  Paula floated out with an 

enigmatic smile on her face.  “Well, hello, Marcy,” she said.  Although Marcy could sense the 

heat still emanating from the vault, Paula seemed to not sweat.  She glowed, and she looked 

fabulous.   

“Doctor Paula.”  She smiled, and saw Justin walk out behind her, his face flushed, his 

shirt a sweaty mess.  “Hey, Justin.” 

Justin looked up, confused and excited.  “I… think we found something.”  He fumbled in 

his pack for a little scanner, about as big as a recipe box, and threaded one end of the film in it.  

“Gather round.  Old technology, but it works.  Gives you a way to check out negatives before I 

can scan them back home.” 

Paula swept her hair off her neck with both hands and held it up, trying to cool herself.  

Marcy smiled, thinking that maybe having short hair wasn’t that bad after all.  

“Where’d you get that dress?” Marcy asked, leaning back in admiration.  “I love that 

neckline. And those spaghetti straps are so cute!”  She noticed that Justin was desperately trying 

to avoid looking at her.  She seen him act awkward before, but this was miles beyond his 

annoying frat boy infatuation. 

“Thank you,” Paula said with a barely perceptible twirl to show off her back.  “This gal in 

Medford runs a startup that matches different outfits to your shape and colors.  It’s amazing.” 

“I need that link,” Marcy said.  “Every dress I find is made for women with long hair and 

no shoulders.”  She noticed Harriet was not interested in the dress, or the startup, or the 

conversation.  
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“Ready, ladies,”  Justin announced with a smile. 

They gathered around him and he fed the film into the little viewer that presented the 

negatives in normal colors.  “My dad had a really old one of those,” Harriet remarked.  “Had no 

idea they still made them.” 

“They come in handy for viewing lots of slides.  Here — this is the last picture taken.  

Any idea who—“ 

“Oh my god.”  Marcy interrupted him.  “That’s Amber.” 

“Who?” 

“Amber Drake.  She…”. Marcy stood up with a bewildered look.  “She works for us.” 

“What?” 

Justin held up the viewer to examine the image. “Holy shit. It is her.” 

Marcy stepped from the table and paced the room.  “She’s… in another program.  On 

extended leave.  I hadn’t heard from her in months.” 

“What the hell is leave?” Paula asked. 

“Vacation,” Harriet snapped. “We’re in the Army now.” 

“She looks. . .familiar,” Paula said in a low voice.  She was going through earlier 

negatives on the roll. “And it looks like she was quite interested in our photographer.”  

“What do you mean?” Justin crept close to her, awkwardly trying to avoid eye contact.   

“Look at the photos from the Esplanade.  The ones before his girlfriend, I assume.” 

“Dear god,” Justin blanched. 

“What?” Harriet shoved herself in, trying to see the photos. 

“She’s in almost every other picture. Can’t miss her with that hairdo and her slouch.” 
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Marcy and Justin examined the images, then exchanged an unpleasant, worried look. 

“You thinking what I’m thinking?”  Justin’s voice turned surprisingly cold. 

“Yes.”  Marcy whispered.  “Looks like she was stalking him.” 

# 

Amber ran through the dirty hallways to Doctor Austin’s office, terrified she’d be late.  She’d 

gone out after visiting the old man in the nursing home, ambling in the shadows between Boston 

Garden and Haymarket Station, trying to approach anyone who seemed depressed or deranged. 

She’d arrived home late, sick at herself for not being able to read people’s emotions by sight, 

reduced to touching them to understand, like an animal. 

She’d eaten everything in sight after pushing a few panhandlers.  She’d felt the twinge of 

a smile as she saw them saunter away, happy for the first time since they’d made the dirty streets 

of Boston their home.  But after each push, the hunger consumed her, and by the third or fourth 

push, her anger bled through.  Her homeless victims would look at her, a confused mix of elation 

and disgust in their eyes, and they’d scurry away, unsure of whether to thank her or escape. 

She woke up dry this morning, after crying herself to sleep several times thinking of the 

old man, and dared to look at herself in the mirror. She’d lost weight— a lot. She knew from her 

cosplay days that skinny was a better template than fat when you wished to become another, but 
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this was going too far. She’d been secretly proud of her breasts—the only part of her with curves

—and the constant hunger to push others now drained their fullness. Her face was gaunt now, 

beyond chiseled, and her eyes sank in a mire, a signal to the world of her inability to find joy. 

Her stomach was no longer flat like a runner’s but concave, like the dying.  

She was late to work because she had to eat. Maybe I have cancer, she thought through a 

mouthful of horrid convenience-store food. Serves me right.  

She turned the corner to Doctor Austin’s office and saw a man standing outside. Her heart 

stopped. She was to avoid Simon Lyons, Doctor Austin’s boyfriend, at all costs.  Lockwood had 

told her repeatedly how dangerous he was, how he’d been involved in the disaster in Sevilla last 

year, and how he was a prime suspect in the investigation into Ayala.  She’d learned just enough 

during in-processing after the accident to avoid targets, and felt stupid to stumble upon him 

because she was so preoccupied with eating.  

“Well hello, there,” the man said in a soft British accent. “Do you know anyone in this 

hallway?” 

She nodded curtly, her mouth full of breakfast. This was not Lyons—she’d seen enough 

video captures of him. The man in front of her had kind eyes, a devastatingly soft voice, and 

gorgeously curly hair. He was slight, healthy but not too athletic, clearly not a threat. She’d be 

able to either run away, or delay him enough. 

But he was so cute that she hoped she didn’t need to.  

“Do you know if Doctor Austin is around today?” 

She swallowed hard. “I’m her assistant.  May I help you?” 

He raised his eyebrows in delight. “Well! Why, yes, thank you.” His smile was delicious, 
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tickled to be in this spot in the world, keeping a secret between them. He reached out his hand. 

His handshake was firm, respectful, and warm. He had dark blue eyes with eyelashes she was 

certain she’d kill for.  

“My name is Stuart Middleton.  I’m a visitor at Tufts. I’m a friend of Doctor Austin from 

Bristol.” 

“Amber Drake,” she blurted, and felt stupid. I should’ve lied. “Can I leave her a 

message?” 

“Yes, Ms Drake.” He let go of he hands, and his eyes did not stop smiling. “Would you 

please tell her I stopped by?” 

“Sure. I’ll let her know. Anything else?” 

“How long have you been working with her?”  

He had a soft, easy smile, and she wanted to tell him everything. She swallowed again, 

although this time it wasn’t because of food. “Only this year. How do you know her?” 

“We shared a few classes when she was an exchange student at University of Bristol.” He 

must’ve seen her brow knit, because he followed up quickly with “Across the Severn from 

Wales. Two hours west of London.” 

She nodded in understanding. “Got it. What are you doing here?’ 

“My, I must commend Kelly on her ability to hire inquisitors,” he smiled. “I’m 

collaborating on a project with the computer science department,” he said and winked. “Please 

don’t hold it against me.” 

“They’re kind of assholes,” she blurted and immediately hated herself. This delightful, 

cute guy with an accent to die for was trying to be nice, and all she could do was react like a 
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tomboy bitch. She looked down and shook her head. “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean that.” 

He took a small step towards her, enough for her to feel his warmth and smell his skin 

and determine that his eyes were perfect. She found his slight invasion of her personal space 

quite welcome. “It’s quite all right,” he whispered with a sly smile, “I think the same. Please, tell 

no one.”   

She let out something between a giggle and a snort, and quickly tamped it down. “My 

lips are sealed.” She looked in his eyes and noticed he was still smiling. She was desperate to tell 

him everything. “I’ll let her know you passed by.” 

He nodded almost imperceptibly, put out his hand, and they shook once more. “Thank 

you, Miss Drake. It has been my pleasure to meet you.” 

He flashed his perfect smile and lingered a delicious instant before he let go of her hand, 

then walked away past her.  She counted off a few seconds, then slowly turned around to check 

him out.  

Wow, she thought. Where does she find these guys? 

She stared at him for a little too long before she realized how silly she’d been. 

I shook his hand twice. And didn’t think to listen to him once. 

# 

Steve took a last sip of warm beer, set it down on the sticky bar and pushed it off. 

“Another?” the bartender asked.  

He shook his head. “I’m good, thanks. Water?” 

The bartender nodded.  
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“Never seen you have just one, Steve,” Mark said, taking the last sip from his bottle. 

“You okay, man?” 

“Yeah,” he said, and thanked the bartender with a nod. “Lot on my mind.” 

“Women?” 

“Life,” he replied. “What the fuck am I doing with my life?” 

Mark shook his head and chuckled. “Dude, really? You’re a highly decorated vet, got 

Uncle Sam to give you a full ride at a top school, double major in systems engineering and 

business, and you’re wondering what to do with your life?” He pushed the beer away and 

motioned the bartender for another round. “You have life by the balls.  Take it for a ride.” 

“Mark, there’s a ton of shit out there that doesn’t work.” He turned to face his friend. 

“Yeah, I can make some money when we graduate, but so what? What are we heading into? 

System is broken and the only voices heard are at the extremes.” 

“They’ll be fine, dude. Don’t worry too much about that.” 

They argued like friends for a while. Steve followed each drink with water, to keep his 

mind sharp. He pulled out his phone several times to show Mark some other quote from 

Bogenschutze. 

“I’m going to send you this post,” he said, bringing up the article and tapping his phone 

to his friend’s.  “Just read his analysis on how minority opinions at the extreme can drive the 

national discussion. In the end, neither of them know they’re being controlled by a media they 

don’t know is behind it.” 

“Pardon me, but your conspiracy theory is showing.” 

“No, those whackos are at the extremes,” Steve smiled. “We are the ones who understand 
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the truth” 

“You sound just like them!” Mark laughed. “Truth is in the eye of the beholder, huh?” 

“If you have people on both sides think you’re wrong,” Steve said with a smile, “that’s 

when you know you are right.” 

Mark shrugged in agreement and they turned to the bar. Steve’s phone rattled with a buzz. 

“Someone must’ve read our mind,” he smiled. “Bogenschutze just posted he’s giving a 

talk in Billerica.” 

“You gonna go?” Mark asked. 

He took a long sip of his beer and smiled. “Wouldn’t miss it for the world.” 
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Chapter Eleven 

“So, what did you think of the analytics class?” Kelly asked as they entered her office and set 

down her tablet. 

“It was. . .interesting,” Amber replied and stared at the floor.  

“Interesting?” Kelly winked at her and smiled. “You mean all the students already lost 

before midterms?” 

Amber let out a soft chuckle. “Yep. Some more than others,” she murmured.  

“What do you mean?” Kelly asked as she put away her phone. 

“Oh, nothing,” Amber replied. “You know, some of them are already trying to get an edge 

over everyone else. You know how that can be.” 

Kelly smiled and nodded. “That’s a shame. Well, they’ll figure it out pretty soon, right?” 

“Right,” Amber smiled and looked away.  

 Kelly turned to the high window. The golden autumn sunbeams were low, a reminder of 

the changing seasons ahead. The first tendrils of fall had surprised her this morning, lifting up 
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her spirits, and flooding her with memories.  Our first year together.  We first had coffee one year 

ago.  She shook away thoughts of autumn, and noticed with a smile that Amber’s oversized 

hoodie made her look like a skinny teenager, half her age.   

She’d hit the jackpot with Amber.  Her assistant was whip smart, efficient and productive.  

Kelly had received a note from the department that for the academic year she’d have all the 

resources she would need to put the four million dollar STEM grant—a generous gift from a 

certain Ms. Minerva Ayala—to good use.  She desperately wanted to advise a new crop of PhDs, 

although she was certain no one would never replace Paula and Harriet. The Chancellor had 

upended her expectations. He sent a note to Dean Armitage, notifying hims that Doctor Kelly 

Austin-Lake, Assistant Professor and Director of the University’s STEM Outreach Center,  

would rate an assistant for the year.  It was uncomfortable—assistant professors never had 

assistants—so she kept quiet and enjoyed the help.   

Amber had shown up to her office a few weeks later. Kelly found a thin girl with hazel 

eyes, a delightful auburn mane and a perfect upturned nose waiting for her.  “Doctor Austin? I’m 

Amber Drake. Your new assistant,” she’d said in an unplaceable accent, an intonation 

somewhere between tomboy, cosplayer and theater geek. The school had apparently done quite 

well in finding such a capable assistant so quickly. Kelly liked her immediately.  Amber was shy 

but funny, with a perfectly beautiful smile and a beguiling old soul, at once awkward and 

insightful.  She was thin and seemed almost fragile, but had run cross-country in college, spent 

summers as a whitewater guide before her time in the military, and even managed to be an 

accomplished piano player.  She could quote poetry on the fly, which clashed perfectly with her 

smile. She was an amalgamation of captivating backstories, and Kelly could not stop imagining 
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that someone special would find her utterly fascinating.  Amber seemed delightful, and lonely.  

“So how was your weekend, Doctor Austin?” Amber said. When she spoke, Amber 

reminded Kelly of a bird: a blur of movement, then perfect stillness.  

Kelly smiled. “It was wonderful, thank you.  Simon and I went to an apple orchard. . .”  

 She remembered their struggles making an apple pie together—their first—laughing at 

the mess in her kitchen, enjoying their creation while bundled up against the perfect chill. She 

remembered laughing through kisses, savoring the taste of sweet apple and cinnamon on his lips, 

then making coffee the following morning, embarrassed and impressed at the chaos they’d 

created the previous evening. One year after meeting Simon, she was busier and happier than she 

could remember.   

She snapped from her reverie and smiled. “How was your weekend?”   

“It… was fine.”  Amber looked away, silent for an awkward moment.  “I…spent time 

walking along the Charles.” 

“Oh, we love doing that!  Where did you go?” 

Amber could not answer.  Kelly knew her discomfort at social chit-chat, and quickly 

changed the topic. “Well Amber, we survived our lecture today.  First year grad students are 

always so challenging.” 

“Do you need me to follow up on anything?” She seemed relieved at the change in 

subject. 

“I know you have a lot on your plate with planning the fall conference. . . ” In their weeks 

working together during the academic year, Kelly had learned of her new assistant’s disdain for 

crowds.  She completely understood, and remembered with a chuckle how terrified she’d felt 
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during her first session as a teaching assistant at Cornell. “I really appreciate your support at 

these lectures. Just keeping the Q&A organized helps so much.” 

“No problem,” Amber said, almost gritting her teeth.  “I’ll be there.” 

“I think that would be wonderful.  Thank you so much.” 

“No problem, Doctor Austin,” she said, and perked up.  “By the way, someone passed by 

yesterday after you left.  Visiting professor in the comp sci department, I think.” 

“Who?  I hadn’t heard of anyone new coming in this term,” she said, pulling out a laptop 

and notebook from her bag. 

“Visa was just approved, apparently.  Faculty exchange.  Name is Middleton. Doctor 

Stuart Middleton.” 

Kelly dropped the laptop on her desk. “Who?” 

“Doctor Stuart Middleton. From University of Bristol, he said? Working some project 

with the computer science department.” She tilted her head.  “Are you okay Doctor Austin?” 

“Yes.” Kelly put both hands on her desk so Amber could not see her shaking.  “I am.”   

“He said he knew you from somewhere?” 

She took a deep breath to stave off the nausea.  “He did. We went to school together.” 

“Oh.” Amber narrowed her eyes.  “Well, let me know if you need anything.  I’m going to 

get a bite to eat.” Without a word, quiet as a bird, she walked out and closed the door. 

Kelly felt the heat return to her hands, her ears burn. 

Stuart. Why are you here? Why now? 

Her smile turned into a grimace, and she started to cry. 
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# 

“Why does she look so. . . familiar?” Paula remarked.   

Marcy glanced at her with a scowl. “Because you’ve met before.” 

The delightful, sweaty tension of the darkroom had long vanished.  Justin and Marcy 

were back to their normal, brutal work personas, and Paula felt deflated.  

Men are so easily distracted. 

Justin had walked outside to their phones, rigged up a mobile phone camera to the slide 

viewer, and captured several of the scenes with the phantom girl in the picture. They hovered 

around one of the classified computers, inspecting the images. Justin had shed his disarming 

film-buff persona and returned to his unemotional work self.  He still smelled delicious. 

I will break you someday, Paula thought with a huff.  If it’s the last thing I do. 

“Where did we meet before? I don’t—” 

“Holy shit,” Harriet whispered. “The goth girl. At the bodega.” 

“Oh, come on!” Paula replied.  “Before we met Marcy? That chick had jet black hair, and 

a nose piercing, and. . .” She stopped and felt a cold wave wash over her. “Oh my god!” 

Marcy crossed her arms and stepped away. “Her name is Amber Drake. Part of the 

program for several months.  Went into alumni status.” 

“Alumni?” Paula asked. 

“Some people,” Justin whispered, “don’t stay in the program forever. For many reasons. 

She was with us for only a short time.” 

“You both know her?” 

“We joined the Office around the same time,” Justin replied. “Inprocessed together.” 
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“Different. . . skill sets,” Marcy added. 

“So is she like. . . on extended vacation?” 

“Sort of. More like leave of absence.  Paid leave of absence.  We don’t want assets having 

problems paying the rent,” she did not smile. “If you know what I mean.” 

“Okay, okay,” Harriet interjected. “So a former. . . coworker, or whatever you call them, 

was in the photos a dude who tried to commit suicide. Do we have  anything other than a helluva 

coincidence?” 

“Harriet,” Justin whispered, “one thing you’ll hear a lot working here is ‘there are no 

coincidences.’ Something is going on.” Paula was sure this was the first time he’d mentioned 

Harriet’s name since Burlington.   

Paula tried to nod, then froze. “I’m sorry, what’s her name again?” 

“Amber Drake,” Justin replied. “She and I—“ 

Paula felt suddenly cold. She grabbed Harriet by the wrist. 

“Oh my god!” Harriet shrieked. 

Justin looked surprised. “What?” 

“Amber Drake,” Paula whispered, “is Kelly’s new assistant.” 

Marcy knit her brow. “What?” 

Harriet stepped in front of Marcy, her hands balled up in fists under her chin. “Kelly. Our 

Kelly. Simon’s Kelly. Tufts gave her an assistant this year.  She said she was a veteran.  Said her 

name was Amber Drake.” 

“Holy shit,” Justin whispered. “That’s not a super common name, but. . .” 

“No coincidences,” Marcy whispered.  
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“No coincidences,” Justin replied. 

“Ladies,” Marcy said, “we gotta go.” 

# 

The old VFW venue in Billerica looked like a blue storage unit with a couple of signs plastered 

on the outside. Had it not been for the dozens of cars outside, passers by would’ve paid no 

attention at all.   

The event was everything Steve could’ve expected, and more. Mark agreed to go, 

suspicious of the event. Both were surprised to see so many people—veterans young and old, all 

classes and races, and a welcome lack of obvious extremists from either side. When the MC 

announced that Mr. Bogenschutze could not attend, Mark turned to him and smirked. 

“I told you dude. This was a bullshit con.” 

Then an old gentleman, who happened to do a surprisingly good job as emcee, got on the 

mike and asked everyone to quiet down. 

“Gentlemen, I just spoke with Mister Bogenschutze. He sincerely apologizes for the late 

change in plans, but he was insistent that we proceed.  He asked me if the crowd is okay with a 

live feed and free beer.” 

A murmur in the crowd grew to loud agreement, then applause. 

“I take that as a yes?  Those in favor say—“ 

“AYE!” 

“Mister B just wired us a few bucks as an apology, enough to cover beers for every 

attendee tonight.” He mimed counting everyone one by one as a joke, to friendly jeers and yells 

from the audience. The old man waved them down. “Okay, okay. We’ll have kegs set up there 
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and there—“ he pointed to the back corners of the otherwise empty hall, “—and we’ll have the 

big screen set up in about ten minutes.  Enjoy, guys, we’ll see you shortly!” 

The reaction reminded Steve of the many community redeployment parties he’d attended 

at Fort Drum, only. . . better. There were no skanks, no greasy local officials. Everyone here 

thought Jager was the real deal, and the gesture to buy everyone a couple of tall ones because of 

his schedule change went over very well.  

The VFW guys set up an old screen projector and connected it to the PA system.  The 

emcee made a call, and after a few minutes, the video call went live on the big screen. 

The man looking on them looked exactly like all of them. Jager was a vet, that was clear: 

he still shaved, looked fit, and still wore the requisite “number 1 tapered and blocked on the 

sides, number 5 on top” haircut everyone in the military happened to wear. Steve couldn’t figure 

out where he was from. His accent was Midwestern—maybe Ohio?—but he looked like anyone, 

like a second or third generation Cuban from Miami, or a chilled out Italian from Brooklyn, but 

without the attitude.  

Jager knew all the inside jokes, and by the time he started his talk, the crowd was into it. 

It was clear from his first words that he’d been in the military for a while, leaving in frustration 

just like everyone else in attendance. He was eloquent and incisive; intellectual without being 

overbearing, and Steve couldn’t help but think that if he’d kept his mouth shut Jager would’ve 

made four-star for sure.  

“Before I leave, my friends, I want to announce the launch of Dicere, a social media app 

focused on the free, unencumbered speech you’ve shared online. It is free to download and use. 

You know my position on monetizing privacy, so you can rest assured I won’t sell your 
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information to the Chinese.” He had to pause a few minutes for the laughter and applause. “The 

only monitoring will be against censorship. If you are so inclined, I’d be most appreciative if you 

give it a shot and let me know what you think. I plan to migrate most of my online presence to 

Dicere in the coming months. I hope you come with me.” 

When the talk finished, sixty-something vets stood up and gave Bogenschutz a standing 

ovation that surprised no one. Steve downloaded Dicere before they made it to their car. So did 

Mark, and apparently everyone else there. 

“So, did he change your mind?” 

Mark smiled and looked away. “Remember that computer ad from like the eighties, 

where that chick ran up to the screen and threw that javelin and changed everything?” 

“Yeah,” Steve answered with a smile. “I remember.” 

“That’s how it feels to be part of this,” Mark replied. “That wasn’t a con. That was the 

beginning of a movement.” 
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Chapter Twelve 

Owen stepped out of the elevator alcove, looked right, and saw a service cart in front of his open 

hotel room. 

Perfect timing, he smiled, and stepped back into the alcove. The maid fiddled with the 

cart, closed his door, and ambled past. He waited a few breaths, then walked past and into his 

room. He did not have to check for unwelcome visitors, not after the maid had prepped the room 

for guests. 

The copies of the twin AIs, Coeus and Typhon, had capabilities which surprised him at 

every turn. Properly trained—a crucial step that took the bulk of his time—they could provide 

key insitghts from innocuous questions. One surprising find was to enter your hotel room right 

after the help had finished cleaning. Although the hotel tracked every entry and exit, he could 

rest assured no unwelcome guests would lie in wait.  

And it wasn’t his room anyway, the AI’s had seen to that. He had an ever-growing list of 

aliases and credit cards, thanks to clever phishing emails. He could only use the cards and names 
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once, and only for short stays. But it was enough, and the never-ending supply of information 

helped keep the real Coeus and Typhon—the original versions which still lived in the Pentagon’s 

servers—off his trail. He would have to consolidate his monsters and move them to the cloud 

sometime. It would not be today. He had a webinar to run.  

# 

It took Amber a split second to stand up and play bodyguard for Kelly. The students rained down 

on the podium in a rustle of notebooks and a cacophony of questions. Thankfully, Steve Fullerton 

and his Oreo sidekick had beelined for the door. One less asshole, Amber thought. 

This lecture had been amazing.  Amber should’ve been paying more attention to the 

students, but like them she was mesmerized by Doctor Austin’s presentation. The class had 

started off a bit dry, but about five minutes in she’d stopped and asked the class a simple 

question.  

“How do we know that bijections work when comparing infinities?” 

Up until now, everyone had just assumed that, well, they did. She drew a couple of 

simple curves on the board, and next thing she knew, the bell rang. Amber’s head was swimming 

in seemingly paradoxical concepts: The real numbers between zero and 1 outnumbered the 

rational numbers, which vastly outnumbered the integers across the infinities. Doctor Austin had 

proved Cantor’s breakthrough insight using a semicircle, a line, and chalk. 

The last student finally walked away as students for the new class rolled in. Amber 

followed Doctor Austin as she walked back to her office, and surprised herself by smiling at an 

interesting thought. 
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I’d love to study math. 

“What do we have left for the winter symposium, Amber?” 

She froze, realizing she was hopelessly behind in setting up the administrative details. 

“I. . . can I get you and update later today? I’m a few days behind on my spreadsheet.” 

Doctor Austin shrugged and smiled. “Don’t worry, Amber. Let’s try to catch up later this 

week.” 

“Are you going to the department meeting this afternoon?” 

She closed her eyes and laughed. “Oh god, I always forget about that! Thanks for 

reminding me, Miss Drake!” 

They reached the t-intersection before Kelly’s hallway. Amber waved see you later, and 

walked off in search of food. The forecast for the week was rainy and cold, but today was 

gorgeous. She grabbed a sub from a vendor outside campus and decided to splurge on a hot 

chocolate at Tamp, a little cafe that Doctor Austin raved about.  

The barista, Alex, was a really cute black guy with a spiky afro who made the most 

luscious hot chocolate. She started off to a table in the back when someone called her name. 

“Hello, Miss Drake!” 

She turned with a snarl and melted instead. Doctor Stuart Middleton smiled at her, and 

she stomach did a tiny somersault. 

“Uh, hello Doctor Middleton,” she said, trying not to gulp or faint. “I’m sorry, I didn’t see 

you. . .” 

“I was just stalking you. No worries.” 

Her heart stopped, her insides froze, and she thought she started to shake. “You what?” 
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He broke into a soft smile that completely disarmed her. “I’m teasing, Miss Drake. And 

please,” he stepped closer, “please call me Stuart.” 

She wanted to get closer to smell him, but her mind went blank instead. He smiles with 

his eyes. 

“You had me worried for a moment there. Stuart.” 

He winked and something fluttered again, this time far too deep inside.  

“May I join you?” he whispered, and she panicked. Her ears started ringing, and she 

thought of an excuse. Any excuse. I have class. I’m dressed like a frump. I have no makeup. I 

look like a twelve year old. I probably smell. I’m eating enough food for a linebacker. 

She was quite thankful that something in her brain told her to shut up. She smiled, 

nodded, and whispered “Sure.” 

It was the best lunch of her life. He was funny, and intelligent, and when she spoke he 

listened so intently that she swore he was piercing her with his dark blue eyes. She blurted out 

that she had thought of coming back to school for a mathematics degree and he’d been tickled. 

“Oh my goodness, Amber, I am so sorry. I have a meeting with the computer science 

team in about seven minutes!” 

She gulped down the last bit of sandwich—she was so mesmerized by the conversation 

she’d barely eaten—and apologized. “I’m sorry if I kept you, Doctor—I mean, Stuart.” 

He reached out and touched her hand. “I’d gladly give up the meetings for our 

conversation,” he said. “But then I’d lose my visa, and that would be tragic indeed.” He winked, 

and Amber felt faint. She felt a chill up her spine, and when it reached her neck it turned her ears 

and her neck hot. She tried to speak, but could only nod. 
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“May I meet you for another hot chocolate tomorrow?” he asked with a smile. 

She was too nervous to speak, so she nodded. After an eternity, she finally managed to 

croak a squeaky “Yes,” made far more difficult by the fact that she could not tear her eyes from 

his. 

“That settles it, Miss Amber,” he stood up, shook her hands and as he walked off, turned 

back to her. “I look forward to it.” 

She could only respond with the one thought that consumed her: “So do I.” 

Something inside her ripped open, lost and happy and bright. The afternoon glow was 

stunning, and for the first time in years, she felt alive.  

She checked him out as he walked into the afternoon. As he turned left he snuck a glance 

back. She felt warm when their eyes met. His smile said more than the entire conversation over 

lunch. He disappeared down the street and she melted in the chair with a huge sigh. 

She closed her eyes, head in her hands, and giggled. He’s so damn cute, she thought. I 

forgot to read him. Again. 

# 

# 

The bell rang to end the lecture, and Steve Fullerton and Mark Hemmings beat everyone to the 

door. They raced into the bright autumn sun and across campus to an empty corner of a forgotten 

events hall a building away from the library. Steve pulled out his laptop and logged in to the 

webinar with three minutes to spare. 

“If I hand’t seen him at the VFW,” Mark said, “I would’ve thought this was just another 
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scam.” 

Jäger Bogenschutze, the voice of the disgruntled 21st century veteran, smiled at the group 

from his webcam.  After a few minutes, sixteen other faces stared back. 

“Welcome everyone, and thank you so much for your time. I’m humbled you accepted 

my invitation for today.” 

Steve examined the other attendees. Many of them were probably on crappy feeds, but he 

could still tell. Each one is just like me. No one hid their face—the assembled crew was a 

reflection of the country, of the variety and diversity of the people he’d served with. He saw 

black, latino, asian and white faces, everyone as excited as he was to receive a limited invitation 

for this event. Every single person there had sacrificed everything for the nation, and seen it fall 

apart.  

“I want to respect everyone’s time, so we’ll get going,” Jager said. “You probably figured 

out what everyone has in common in this group,” he said and smiled. “We are all veterans. Army 

Rangers, Air Force Special Forces, Navy EOD, Marine Recon and more. We all served in Iraq, or 

Afghanistan or Syria. And we’ve come back to a failed country.” 

Steve looked at Marcus and smiled. They’d been having this exact conversation four 

hours ago.  

“It is easy to pick a side, to go hard right or hard left and blame everything wrong on 

someone else. The people on this call know that is not true. What we have is a coddling of 

minds, a manipulation of intellect the likes of which we haven’t seen since the dawn of our 

nation.” 

He paused and Steve noticed the chat box was going wild. Many in the audience were 
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pumping fists, nodding, even raising their arms in victory.  

“We can change that. We won’t do that by force, we can’t do that from the inside, and 

we’re prevented from doing it from the outside. So we’ll take a few pages from our past lives, 

and use what we know works.” 

Steve noticed he’d stopped breathing, anticipating Jager’s next words. Of course, he 

thought. That is perfect. 

“Almost everyone on this call is from the Special Forces community.  As you know, I was 

a combat rescue officer in the Air Force. I’ll take a few moments right now for the PJs in the 

audience to yell at me.” He smiled and the chat went wild. As a veteran, Steve knew very well 

that the highest compliments you could give a comrade usually came veiled as insults. Armor 

guys ridiculed infantrymen, fighter pilots mocked bomber pukes, and everyone made fun of the 

Marines—because deep down because everyone respected each other.  

“Despite our varied experiences, those of us in SF had one thing in common. I won’t 

even insult you by saying it. I’ll let people type it in the chat box.” 

Steve was about to type his response, but half a dozen attendees had beat him to it.  

Tactical action for strategic effect. 

“That was a test, my friends.  Mostly to make sure our EOD buddies can still spell!” The 

chat once again went wild, and Steve desperately wished he could hang out at a bar with several 

cases and share war stories with these guys. 

“Just kidding. In all seriousness, that is it. We know that a small, highly motivated, highly 

prepared group of warrior scholars can mean the difference between strategic success and failure. 

That mindset is what all of us share. That is the mindset I’d like to tap for solutions—practical 
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solutions—to the challenges our nation faces.” 

Jager finished the webinar inside of 50 minutes, but provided everyone a link for curated 

material for the attendees to access. He thanked everyone for their support and looked forward to 

connecting with each of them in the coming days. 

Everyone logged off. Steve closed his laptop and smiled at Mark. 

“So, what did you think?” 

Mark lit up in a slow, wide smile.”I feel like John Fucking Adams, dude.” He nodded, 

looked outside, then back at Steve. “I feel we are part of something big.” 
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Chapter Thirteen 

Steve walked out into the cold autumn sun and stopped. He breathed in the biting air, the faint 

smell of fireplaces and pumpkin spice reminding him of years past. The scents of autumn 

normally lit feelings of angst or regret, but today he felt. . . hope.  

Hope. The sacrifice wasn’t in vain. 

The last few weeks he’d enjoyed his politics classes even more than the math lectures. 

Doctor Austin managed get hotter by the week—even her skinny assistant was looking fine—but 

he was no longer interested. The political science professor, Fernanda Albella, dressed like a hot 

librarian—who no longer interested him, either. What really inspired him lately was bringing the 

discussions from the Jager group into class.  

The sources and opinions the vets brought up were on another level from the discussions 

in the class. One of the teaching assistants had flashed a stealthy thumbs up during a recent 

session, surprised and delighted at Steve and Mark’s informed, nuanced and balanced approach.  

For the first time in years he felt like he belonged, as if his worth was not on how tough he could 
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be in combat or training, but how well he could think.   

He had time to burn, so he left campus, passing by a coffee shop called Tamp that 

everyone raved about. Apparently they served cocktails in the evening, but no beer. Pass.  

He found a small student pub a few blocks later with squeaky floors and a sticky wooden 

bar. He sat at a corner, watching the door, and looked around. 

Everyone was five years younger, bullshitting up a storm trying to get laid. He would’ve 

hated them, but he’d done exactly the same thing at a townie bar outside of Fort Drum, in the 

shittiest and coldest part of New York State. He shook his head, ordered a Sam draft, and pulled 

out his phone. 

Jäger had set up a separate, invitation only chat room on Dicere.  The conversation 

ranged from energy policy to defense strategy to whether modern monetary theory was a sham or 

the real thing. Many of the surprised looks in the European Political History class came from 

insights from this group. 

Jager had posted an observation of failed Western policy in the Balkans, and what that 

meant for broader energy policy in the region, to include Turkey and the former Soviet republics.  

He tapped out a couple of observations—similar to Africa and the Middle East, recent western 

borders did not represent longstanding nationalistic divisions, and a drastic change in world 

economics in terms of energy, food and rare earths worsened that tension—and took a long swig 

of his beer. He turned to smile at a couple of tipsy girls trying to flirt with him from a booth a 

few feet away, when he felt his phone buzz. 

He hadn’t expected direct messaging on Dicere. He especially didn’t expect it from Jager 

Bogenschutze. 
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That’s a really interesting observation Steve the message read. Doing a piece on that this 

week. Got time 2 connect tomorrow? 

Holy shit, Steve thought. Jager wants to talk. To me. 

He downed his beer, asked the bartender for a new one, and sauntered to the booth and 

the girls with a smug smile.  

# 

Kelly walked into her office, set her bag down, and pulled out her laptop. A small envelope 

popped out and landed on her desk. She picked it up and smiled. 

Professor, it said in Simon’s handwriting. She opened it—it smelled like his cologne—

and she melted. 

Today is one year. I am yours. I love you. 

He signed it Mister S. 

She giggled and wiped a tear and inhaled the card, wishing she could carry the scent with 

her forever. She pulled out her phone and texted him. 

You are the sweetest man! You wait til I get home 

One year. He remembered. 

She sat down and examined the card, imagining his hands as he wrote it, thinking he’d 

hold the pen, where he’d put the drop of cologne, how he’d snuck it into her book bag sometime 

this morning. He hadn’t done it last night because. . . well, he would’ve had no place to hide it, 

she thought and blushed.  

He’d made dinner last night: pasta from scratch, with a sinful white sauce made with 

butter and bacon and shallots. She smiled thinking how the kitchen had ended up a complete 
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disaster. But he was so proud of dinner: red wine, candles, a scrumptious meal, her favorite 

music. The first bottle became two, her tiny table became the couch, and an hour later she held 

his head on her chest, on fire and alive, as he shuddered with release and held on to her with 

every fiber in his body. She was still numb as she kissed him and told him I love you forever a 

dozen times. 

One year.  

Anything before that doesn’t exist.  

She heard a knock on her door—Amber always knocked—and she put the card away. 

“Good morning Doctor Austin!” 

“Good morning—“ she stopped mid sentence, stunned. “Amber?” 

The willowy figure standing in the doorway looked like Amber, sort of moved like 

Amber, but looked so delightfully different from her assistant that Kelly chuckled in surprise.  

“Amber, you. . .oh my god! You look so cute!” 

She flashed a wry smile and looked away. “Thank you, Doctor Austin. I thought I’d dress 

a little more. . . professional.” 

Amber sauntered to the little side table where she stored her laptop and personal effects 

during class. She wore a cute, plunging top under a short burgundy jacket. Her hair, turned 

chestnut by the short autumn days, cascaded in loopy curls over her shoulders. Kelly had never 

pegged her assistant as the girly type, which she now admitted was a delightful oversight. 

Amber’s clothes brought out streaks of blue in her hazel eyes, which peeked from behind long 

eyelashes Kelly had never noticed.  

“You’ve been keeping secrets from me, Amber,” Kelly smiled and shook her head with 
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pride. “You look fabulous.” 

Amber stiffened for an instant, then her glossy lips parted into a soft smile. Her teeth 

were perfectly white, perfectly straight, and her real smile was innocent and tempting. She 

blushed for a moment before whispering “Thank you.” 

Kelly smiled all through lecture. She loved teaching, the feeling of flow as she shared 

insight and connected concepts based on questions on the fly. Today several of the students had 

difficulty following lecture, stealing glances at the comfortable and relaxed siren who used to be 

her assistant. Class ended and Kelly noticed many new male students coming to the platform, 

“waiting” to chat with the professor. 

“You caused quite a stir in class today, Miss Drake,” Kelly said as they walked back. “I 

wonder if you’ll have the same impact on all the old guys at the STEM planning meeting after 

lunch?” 

Amber tripped for a moment, almost dropping her books and laptop. “The what?” 

“That meeting for the fall conference.  They rescheduled it for the afternoon.” 

Amber looked terrified and suddenly desperate. "I completely forgot, Dr. Austin.” 

“it's not a big deal,” Kelly replied. "It should only last about 45 minutes or so." 

They arrived at her office, and Amber excused herself. “I have to reschedule an. . . 

appointment,” she blurted out. “Do you need anything from me?” 

Kelly waved her hand. “Just let me know how it goes,” she said. “I’m going to cut out a 

little early today.” She shrugged her shoulders and rocked with delight. “It’s our one year 

anniversary today, and Simon wants to do something special.” 

She noticed Amber smile and look away. “Congratulations,” she whispered. “Have a 
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great night.” She hurried out and closed the door behind her. 

What a unique person, Kelly thought with a smile. Surprisingly cute and adorably 

awkward. She could be Simon’s little sister.  

# 

# 

Amber walked across campus in a daze. She normally avoided eye contact with strangers. Today 

she might as well been on the moon or another astral plane after yesterday’s disaster. 

She’d been so nervous about meeting Stuart that she completely forgot about the 

conference planning meeting. She realized with no small amount of desperation that she did not 

have Stuart’s phone number, so she called the computer science department to let them know 

she’d be forty five minutes late. No one knew who she was. After a minute of trying to explain, 

she froze. 

I just blew my cover. 

She told them to forget it, that she’d fix the administrative issue, but would you please 

please tell him I’ll be late? She was late to the planning meeting, and four old men and one 

ancient crone looked at her as if she’d stepped in dog shit.  She mostly felt horrible at making 

Kelly look bad. 

She ran to Tamp as quickly as possible, arriving just in time to see Stuart sit down and 

look at his watch. She apologized for being late, for being out of breath, and said a silent little 

prayer hoping her makeup didn’t run. Stuart merely smiled, a look of surprise and delight on his 

face. She couldn’t figure out why. 
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He always made everything better, and after a while she settled in and drank in every 

word of their conversation. She felt strong, confident and funny, mostly because he made her feel 

that way. There were a few times when he looked at her with his indigo eyes, lips parted, about 

to say something, and she daydreamed that in some parallel universe maybe he thought she was 

pretty.  Once she caught him as he glanced fleetingly down her blouse, and she felt a whisper of 

power, a woman worthy of desire. He blushed when she caught his eye, and she didn’t know if it 

was shame or condescension.   

She wanted to hug him goodbye, but they shook hands, and she realized the smiles and 

the glances were all in her mind. Still, his eyes. . . they shook hands, she forgot to sense him yet 

again, and as he left he destroyed her world. 

“Amber, the gentlemen in the computer science department say they have no record of 

you working at Tufts.” 

She knew Lockwood had “placed” her, but didn’t know much else. “I don’t know why 

they’d say that, Stuart,” she lied and he shook his head. 

“They mirror their own instance of the Tufts intranet regularly,” he tried to explain. 

“They clearly have too much free time on their collective hands. I’ll let them know that a certain 

Amber Drake is alive and well at Tufts.” 

He winked again, squeezed her hand, and walked off. 

She’d walked with as much dignity as she could muster to the corner away from Stuart, 

then ran to the first cab she could find. She ran up the stairs to her apartment and frantically 

texted Lockwood. 

After the interminable wait, she’d told him breathlessly how she’d screwed up the 
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meeting, how someone in the computer science department had figured out she wasn’t really 

from Tufts. 

“Who told you that?” He asked, looking off at one of his other screens. 

She didn’t want to bring Stuart into this, but she was so far in. . . 

“Middleton. I told Doctor Stuart Middleton. From the UK. He’s on a semester exchange 

here at Tufts. Used to be Doctor Austin’s boyfriend.” 

In seconds, Lockwood’s eyes spanned hate, concern, curiosity, and what appeared as 

delight. 

“Well,” he said, seemingly staring right at her through the camera, “how interesting. 

Don’t worry about it, Drake. Don’t worry about this at all.”   
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Chapter Fourteen 

Simon jumped out of the rideshare, threading the outcome where he closed the door before the 

cyclist collided with it, a second before running across the street, weaving through the gaps in 

time between traffic.  This was a new feeling—he was able to see ahead while thinking of Kelly. 

Doing “traffic parkour” was fun and exhilarating. He couldn’t wait to see her. 

She could still read him like a book.  He’d done his best to lie and surprise her, coming 

home from DC a day early.  She seemed tired an distracted, and before they hung up from the 

video call she’d sighed and told him I love you. You know that, right?  He did, and he couldn’t 

wait to see her. 

He weaved through students ambling mindlessly across campus and bounded up the stairs 

to the second floor of the math department. 

He paused for a moment before knocking on her door, imagining the look on her face 

when he surprised her.  

Doctor Kelly Austin-Lake.  Assistant Professor.  Department of Mathematics. 
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She was brilliant and fun and beautiful, and he did not know why he was so lucky. 

He knocked on the door, opened, and his heart fell. 

Kelly looked up from the embrace of the man holding her. He was about Simon’s height, 

with dark hair and terror in his eyes. Simon could barely sense the bewilderment in Kelly’s 

voice. 

“Simon? This isn’t—” 

He turned, slammed the door behind him, and ran. 

# 

Amber scurried out of Kelly’s office building into the afternoon sun, panting in despair.  

Oh no.  Not again. 

She felt stranger’s eyes on her, and stood up straight, clenched her teeth and ran a 

trembling hand through her hair.  She stepped forward, not sure where, definitely away from 

what she’d just caused. 

She hadn’t thought much about Kelly’s reaction to Doctor Middleton’s arrival a few days 

ago. Kelly’s hand had slipped on her laptop, that was all, nothing more.  Right?   

Right? 

She’d just walked in to Kelly’s office.  She was yelling into her phone, and even Amber 

could tell that her and Mister Lyons—the real target of Lockwood’s interest—were fighting.  She 

did not know why, but slunk away before anyone saw her.  She walked away quietly, and saw 

Doctor Middleton standing a few doors away, head bowed in shame or regret or fear, his perfect 

curls hiding his face. She avoided him. Even she could connect the dots. 

Something happened.   
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That lying bastard.  

She’d hurried away, not knowing where to turn.  She had no office, only Kelly’s, and 

Lockwood had been insistent that under no circumstances could she ever—ever— ask for 

resources or anything from Kelly or anyone in the school. This was all undercover, off book.  

But none of that mattered. Stuart Middleton, sweet beautiful Stuart, was never interested 

in her.  

She felt a bitter rage rise in her, and around it, despair. A whisper of logic cut the fog—

how can he betray you if there is nothing there?—and she realized the rage hid envy and distrust. 

How could you? How could any of you? 

And then the weight of certainty crushed her: I’m no one. I’m not pretty, or smart, or 

kind. 

I’m scrawny, awkward Amber. I’m the reason my sister left. I’m so pathetic my parents 

didn’t come to the hospital when I almost died.  

She wanted to hurt herself right there, but her phone rang.  Not the new one Lockwood 

had couriered to her with the new laptop and tablet.  Her old phone, the one she had before the 

accident, the one she’d given as her point of contact when the man from the Office had first 

approached her.  The same one they called her on to let her know she was on alumni status, on-

call until something happened.  The one Marcy Bennet used to call her last year, asking to 

deliver a sticky note to Doctor Austin’s teaching assistants, Paula Mendez and Harriet Morris.   

She normally didn’t answer her phone, but the automated caller ID said “Tufts Health 

Clinic.” Maybe they’ll know why I’m losing so much weight, she thought. 

“Hullo?”  
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“Hello, Amber.  This is Marcy Bennet,” she said in her hard, syrupy accent. “Got time to 

chat today?” 

She hung up immediately, of course. Lockwood had told her many times, very clearly:  

Do not ever engage with anyone from the Office outside of us.   

Despair briefly dulled her hunger, and she felt the afternoon closing in. 

They were on to her.   

# 

“She just hung up on me,” Marcy said, looking at her phone in bewilderment. 

“We have to find her, Mar,” Justin said, looking straight ahead as he weaved through 

traffic on their way to I-95, on a shortcut to Tufts. “We don’t know what is going on.” 

Marcy put her phone away and looked out the window.  The evergreen woods covering 

the Boston exurbs quickly parted into an offramp, and the trees gave way to a canyon of new 

tech construction on either side of the freeway.  

“I don’t like this, Justin.  I don’t like this at all.” 

“What?” He barely glanced at Marcy as he merged into traffic, finding any path to shave 

seconds off the drive. 

“You know about her, don’t you?” 

“I know she’s was in one of the other three programs.  Mister Lyons, something called 

Blade, and one called Feather?” 

Marcy raised her eyebrows. “Pretty close. You know about Feather?” 

He barely shook his head, his eyes on the road and gaps in the  traffic. “Some empath 

stuff I thought.  Not that useful.” 
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Marcy shook her head.  “Actually, it was super useful. She just wasn’t the right fit. But 

the boss didn’t want her to go anywhere else.” 

“Amber? Why her? Who was the subject?” 

“Amber,” Marcy whispered. “Amber was the subject.” 

“What?” 

“Yes. Our Amber is Feather.” 

“Oh, fuck.” He tried to look at her while avoiding traffic, slowly accelerating with the 

conversation. “Marcy, should we be—“ 

“It’s cool,” she murmured, and flashed her phone at him for a moment. “We have these 

electromagnetic spectrum sweepers on the issued apps now. Our asshole traitor drove some good 

changes for the Office.” 

“Just checking,” he said, passing an ancient Subaru on the right. “So one of our assets 

who can read people’s minds stalked a guy who committed suicide?” 

“Yeah,” she said. “A guy in a high profile startup with national security implications.” 

She closed her eyes and shook her head. “This isn’t right at all.” 

“And why is she working with Doctor Austin?” Justin exhaled in frustration. “Allegedly, 

of course.” 

“I’d bet money it’s her, Justin. I just know it.  I just don’t know why. And it makes me 

sick.” 

“Boss has a thing for misfits, doesn’t she?” He stole a glance at Marcy. “After Owen 

fucked us over I feel I’m one, so I’m not complaining.” 

“Yeah.  You could say that,” she said, and chuckled softly. “I’m one too.” 
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“C’mon, Mar,” he sneered. “You’re the badass Viking ninja.” He glanced again and 

winked. “Paula told me.” 

“Guess we’re even,” she whispered. “She’s told me a lot about you.” 

Justin swerved and braked at once, the tires screeching on the grooved pavement for one 

horrible instant. 

“So what is she up to now?” he said, changing the subject. “Amber, I mean.” 

Marcy pulled out her phone.  Out of the corner of his eye, Justin could see her bring up 

the classified image to access their work network.  

“I don’t know, but we’re going to grab her and find out.” She tapped a code on the phone, 

then touched it to Justin’s mobile. “That’s where she’s at.” 

A blue dot appeared on his phone map, a few blocks from Tufts, with a popup to confirm 

the new destination. He swiped it up to the car’s display and pressed the SELECT button on the 

steering wheel.  

“You’re still tracking her?” 

“Yep,” she drawled. “Once you’re in the Office, you’re never really out.” 
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Chapter Fifteen 

Amber felt like an idiot for racing across Medford in a skirt. 

A skirt with shorts underneath, but still. She had no time to waste, and needed to get 

things from home. 

Time to disappear.  For good. 

She ran up to her door—well, the house where she rented a room— and fumbled with the 

key. 

“How are you, Amber?” She heard a syrupy voice behind her, and froze. 

Marcy Bennet, the blonde security chief for the Office, stood on the sidewalk, her hands 

on her hips. Amber remembered some of her training—Marcy was keeping her hands close to 

her weapon, holstered in the small of her back, just in case. Justin Asher, a guy she in-processed 

with —another one Lockwood had warned her about—stood a few yards away, his hand in his 

jacket.  

Lockwood had warned her about both of them. Avoid at all costs. They’ve turned. 
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“Hi, Miss Bennet,” she whispered, trying to catch her breath from the sprint. She had to 

change plans, and had no idea what to do.   

Being autistic, Amber thought through the panic, has some benefits.  I can’t read people. 

They can’t read me either.  

“Amber, it is. . . great to see you,” Marcy smiled, and Amber knew she was lying.  “I’d 

like to talk if you have time.” 

She stepped forward carefully, trying to telegraph as much innocence as she could, her 

mind racing. 

Fear me. Forget me. Run away? 

Then another thought flashed in her mind. She felt sick to even consider it, but knew it 

was the only way out. 

She put her hand out. It was a risk. Marcy knew her program profile, the one she’d 

memorized with a mix of pride and disgust—Program Feather has the capacity to sense changes 

in emotional states in targets while under direct physical contact— but not the rest.  Neither did 

Justin. Or Lockwood. No one knows what I can  really do. 

Marcy put out her hand, and they shook. In a fog, Amber could sense Marcy’s relief: the 

handshake as signal, a method to communicate that she meant no harm, that she just wanted to 

talk, that she was glad Amber was well. 

Nothing made sense. Marcy wasn’t hiding anything. She wasn’t a threat, wasn’t lying, 

wasn’t manipulating her. Marcy had put her hand out hoping Amber would read her. 

But Lockwood told me she turned. 

There was no time to analyze the contradiction. Her life was crumbling around her, and 
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she had to escape before the rubble smothered her. Lyons, she’d heard, had done the same thing.  

There was only one person she could trust.  Not Marcy, not Lockwood. 

Kelly, she thought. Doctor Austin will help me.  

I’m sorry, Miss Bennet. 

The betrayal made Amber sick for an instant, but it was the only way out. She felt a wave 

inside, deep as time, the numb tingling that sucked every ounce of her energy, the hunger hiding 

just out of sight, and pushed. 

Hurt him. 

A split second later, she felt it. Marcy pulled her hand back in violent confusion, and 

looked at Amber with disgust. For an instant Amber thought I screwed this up. 

Then Marcy turned toward Justin, snarled, and ran. 

Amber didn’t wait.  She turned away from them, and in her hunger, sprinted away. 

Kelly.  Please, Kelly. Help me.   

# 

What the—Justin thought as Marcy’s boot sailed into his chest. 

He barely had time to turn. He instinctively did so to his left, protecting his shooting 

hand. Marcy’s foot still made contact with his arm, sending it flailing. Justin felt the shocking 

numbness he knew would soon turn to excruciating pain. 

“Marcy, what the—“ 

He didn’t have time to finish the sentence.  Marcy landed on her feet and twisted in a 

reverse kick to his face. 
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He brought up his right arm just enough to deflect the blow, stunned at her sudden attack. 

“Marcy! What the fuck are you—“ 

She squared herself at him and front-kicked him in the chest.  On instinct he deflected her 

foot with his right hand.  Had she connected, she would’ve broken a rib, and taken the air out of 

his chest. He’d been an instant away from being immobilized. 

Marcy, now close in, unleashed a flurry of strikes.  Her ice blue eyes seemed focused yet 

confused. He blocked the blows aimed to his face on instinct, but several connected on his chest 

and ribs. If she hit him in the face or jaw, it would all be over. 

I’ve always had a massive crush on you Marcy. I’m sorry. 

He let her flail for endless seconds, somehow managing to deflect the majority of the 

punches. His left arm felt numb, useless. When she paused for a breath, exhausted from the 

flurry of blows, he punched hard, and connected one open-hand blow to her jaw, snapping her 

head back. 

You have perfect teeth. I hope I don’t break any.  

She blinked hard and shook her head, her fists at the ready, and paused. 

“Why the fuck did you just hit me, Justin?” 

“What the hell is wrong with you, Marcy?” He stepped back, hands up in defense, sick at 

hitting the second-most gorgeous woman he knew. “Why are you kicking the shit out of me?” 

“What?” She dropped her arms and stared at the ground, hyperventilating.  

“You just tried to fucking take me out, Mar!” He paused for a moment, confused. “What 

the fuck is wrong with you?” 

“What did I do?” She asked, and looked at her hands.  
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“You almost took my head off then flailed at me like a damn punching bag!” He yelled. 

“What did it look like you were doing?” 

“Oh god,” she whispered. “Oh god no.” 

“What?” He was in no mood for a bullshit trap, or for another painful, bony punch from a 

ridiculously strong blonde. She licked blood off her lip, and Justin felt it was very unfair that she 

still looked stunning while bleeding. 

“Where is she?” 

“Who? Drake? She fucking ran off when you tried to skewer me!” He raised his hands, 

unsure if she’d hit him, and raised his voice. “What the fuck is wrong with you, Marcy?” 

“Did I say anything to you?” He’d never seen the look in her eyes before.   

“No,” he growled. “You shook hands, then launched into—“ 

“Oh god, Justin,” her voice cracked. “It was her!” 

“Don’t give me that fucking bullshit—“ 

“It was her, Justin!” She paced the sidewalk, her eyes darting between Amber’s house 

and him. “I shook her hand and felt this warm tingle, and next thing she’s in my head, saying 

‘hurt him.’” She shook her head and shuddered. “Oh shit, she got worse.” 

“Whaddaya mean, worse?  What the hell are you talking about?” 

He dropped his hands further, still not trusting the change in his friend.  His ribs and arms 

throbbed from the multiple hits Marcy had landed. He felt the bulk of his gun in the coat holster, 

and wondered how quickly he’d be able to get it out—and how quickly she’d disarm him. 

“I don’t have time to explain,” she said, and raised her arms. “I will not hurt you.  I 

promise. I’m sorry if I did.” 
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“I don’t believe you.” 

“I promise on my friend Paula Mendez’s soul, Justin. You have to believe me. I won’t 

hurt you again.” 

The name made him feel warm and hollow. “That’s a fucking low blow, Marcy. There’s 

nothing between us.” He dropped his hands nevertheless, and hoped she believed the lie. 

She pulled out her phone. Before she could dial, the tone of an urgent call surprised him. 

Marcy looked up, confused, and answered, her other hand wiping  blood from her lip. 

“Bennett.  Open line.” 

“Marcy! It’s Paula!  Are you both okay?” 

She flashed Justin a strange look and put the call on speaker. “We are. What’s up? I have 

you on speaker.  Justin is here.” 

They could hear her trying to control her breathing on the line. “Guys, I don’t think 

Amber is who she is.” 

“What are you saying?” 

“She was assigned to Kelly right after graduation.” 

Marcy rolled her eyes. “We know that, Paula. And?” 

“There is no record of her ever being at Tufts before she was assigned to Kelly.” 

“She could’ve just arrived and got the job,” Justin murmured. “Couldn’t she?” 

They could hear Harriet on the line, saying “tell them about DC.” 

There was some muffled argument which sounded like I’m getting to that. 

“Harriet downloaded all of her phone calls since last year,” Paula said, “and I ran a script 

to —“ 
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“Did you get a subpoena for that?” Marcy asked, and looked at Justin, annoyed. “Paula, 

please tell Harriet we can’t just hack into—“ 

There was a sound like a phone falling, then the unmistakeable audio change to 

speakerphone. “I don’t need a fucking subpoena, Marcy!” Harriet yelled. “These places have 

really shitty security and that little bitch isn’t who she says she is, so—“ 

“Okay, okay, I’m sorry I asked!” Marcy chuckled. “What did you find?” 

“Paula did a site and time correlation, and it looks like Amber was in DC—same place, 

same day—as Robert Austin.  Kelly’s dad.” 

Justin felt his stomach drop. “Oh, no.” 

Marcy flashed a confused look. “So what?” 

“If Owen couldn’t get close to Mister Lyons,” Justin whispered, “why not get close to his 

girlfriend’s dad?” 

They were quiet for the longest five seconds of their collective lives. 

“That’s exactly what I was thinking, Marcy,” Paula whispered. “He’s back.” 

Marcy held her forehead in her hand and closed her eyes. “Okay, okay. I’m going to hang 

up. Call the boss and let her know. We’re on our way.” 

“Be careful, okay?” Paula sounded terrified. “Please?” 

“We will.” She hung up and stared at Justin. “What now?” 

Justin let out a long breath. “I have no fucking clue, Marcy. She’s either long gone, or 

she’d go to Kelly.  Before Mister Lyons gets there.” 

“Kelly?  Really?” 

“Well, either she gets there before us, or we do.” 
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She shook her head and grimaced. “You’re right.” She tapped on the phone. 

“Sir? Yeah, you need to get to your girlfriends’ house, now.” She paused for a moment, 

listening to the response. 

“With all due respect sir, I don’t care that you just had a fight,” she said. “Kelly may be in 

danger.  Get your ass there, now. We’ll meet you soon.” 

“Oh, fuck,” Justin whispered. “Let’s go.” 

# 

Amber ran up the stairs to Kelly’s apartment, sweating, hungry and exhausted.  

This is the only way out. She’ll know what to do. 

The last glimpse she remembered was Marcy sailing through the air in a brutal kick to 

Justin’s chest.  Justin had been nice, if self-absorbed, during their in processing. She felt sick to 

hurt him just so she could buy some time. Unfortunately for him, her life was falling apart before 

her eyes, so everything—and everyone— was in play. 

Mom and Dad were right.  Audrey was the better person  

She’d texted Kelly as she ran away from Marcy and Justin. Halfway through the message 

she realized she’d left her personal bag at Kelly’s office. Stupid bitch. She’d done this 

backwards. She’d kept all of her Office equipment at home, and carried her personal stuff with 

her to Kelly’s office. She didn’t need anything much, but leaving a personal laptop behind with a 

potential enemy would be disastrous. Kelly said she was on her way home, and would bring the 

laptop with her.  It was much closer. In minutes she’d have her life back, and go on the run.  

Mom and Dad always thought I’d end up homeless, she thought. They were right again. 

After several interminable, sweaty blocks she made it. Amber could taste the metallic 
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blood in her mouth, a sign she’d been sprinting at top speed for well over a mile.  She might not 

be able to do much, she thought, but she could run away from anything. 

Amber did her best to control her breathing, and calmly ran a strand of greasy hair behind 

her ear as the door buzzed to let her in. Thoughts tumbled in her head and made it difficult to 

think. You have a boyfriend. I can’t believe you took Stuart too. I’m sorry I lied to you. I will miss 

you. 

She took a deep breath to calm herself and knocked. Kelly opened the door with a meek, 

wet smile, and let her in.  

“Thank you, Doctor Austin. I just needed my—“ 

Her heart stopped. Simon Lyons stood in the living room, a few feet away. Simon Lyons, 

the most dangerous person alive. Simon Lyons, the man Owen Lockwood said was behind the 

insider operation. 

She hadn’t thought ahead to this.  Without thinking she reached out and grabbed Dr. 

Austin’s hand. 

Fear me. 

The push made her momentarily nauseous, but had the expected outcome.  Austin 

recoiled back in horror, eyes wide, and she scrambled back to the wall.  Amber felt sick at 

pushing the one person who had been nice to her, but it would provide enough time to get the 

hell out.   

She was surprised that Lyons didn’t help Kelly. He ignored his panicked girlfriend and 

squared his body at Amber, sizing her up.   His smile was the most vile thing she’d ever seen. 

“That is very impressive, Amber Drake.” 
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She wanted to run away, but knew she had to stay calm. Lockwood had warned her: 

movement telegraphs actions. If he got ahead of you… Owen had told her, time and again, how 

dangerous he could be.  You can’t win, he’d told her.   

Unless… 

Lockwood didn’t know she could push.  She only needed brief skin contact with Lyons 

and everything would be over.  She could immobilize him, leave. . .and never see Lockwood, or 

Marcy, or the Office, or anyone ever again.  

He moved toward her in a strange, flowing way and grabbed her arm.  For an instant she 

almost felt that she had helped him, somehow placing her arm where his hand would be.  She 

was thankful she’d rolled up her sleeves during the run.   

His mind shocked her. Anger.  Brighter than anything she’d ever felt in anyone.  The 

shadow of the fury coursing through his mind was worse than anything Lockwood could’ve told 

her.  Lyons’ ferocity was so disturbing it took her a moment to focus on the push. 

Fear me.   

She felt the tingle from her scalp to his hand, strong enough that her stomach turned 

inside out, the emptiness that signaled she was at the edge of her strength.  She’d only felt this 

tired when pushing scumbags to break each other in the back alleys of Boston, cleaning out 

streets in pairs of broken degenerates.  Now she had to be far worse.  Fear was her best weapon, 

and she needed all of it against Lyons. 

He winced for a moment, almost letting go, then looked back at her.  His eyes were 

hungry and menacing, and he smiled like an animal. 

“Nice try, Miss Drake.” 
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He flicked her wrist back, blinding her with pain, and she crumpled to the floor on her 

knees.  Fear — black, cold and deep — replaced the hunger, and when she looked up at his smile 

she almost vomited.  She focused through the pain with one more push, one so violent it almost 

made her faint. 

FEAR ME. 

He grimaced, and she sensed him fight the terror. She saw shadows, dark on dark, fear 

and anger and hate swirling across the window into his mind. After an instant, a spark, then a 

blaze of hate and anger burned away the fear. He opened his eyes and bent her wrist back further, 

the pain blinding her, and brought his face close to hers. 

“That won’t work on me, Amber,” he hissed.  He bent her hand further, a wild, 

excruciating pain that took her breath away. Instead of trying to push she tried to listen. She 

could feel it, bright as blood, loud as the cry of the dying. His cruelty—cold oil and viscera 

covering her naked body—repulsed her. 

“Do you know why you can’t scare me, Amber Drake?” He hissed and grabbed her neck.  

She felt his thumb press hard on her throat as he tried to break her trachea.  

“Amber,” he hissed, “I am fear.”  

 The pain shocked and paralyzed her.  She could not pry his hard, cruel hands from her 

neck. She tried to gouge his eyes, but her hands flailed. Through closed eyes she could only see 

white pain and terror.  He leaned closer, his thumb slowly taking breath and life from her.  When 

at last she opened her eyes the cruelty in his gaze horrified her.  She could sense his thirst for her 

pain; his absolute conviction of one thing above all: 

He will kill for her. 
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She realized this is it, and her mind flashed to the old man in the nursing home, the 

happiness she’d given him. She thought it cruel and appropriate that this would be how it ended.  

She felt somehow violated that this sadistic, violent person would have the sick privilege of 

ending her life.  

There was nothing to do but give in.  She couldn’t breathe. Tears flowed and the world 

caved in.  She hoped the blackness would ease the pain. Nothing would matter anymore.  

Everything would be blessedly over.   

The last words she heard, dreamlike as she lost consciousness, were from a female voice, 

miles away. 

“Simon!  No!!” 

* * *


